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SUMMARY 0-

The main purpose of the ctudy was to provide information that could be used to

make

. A

decisions.about instructional support for THINKABOUT in Wisconsin and for
ti 4

futuresinstructional television series. The study wa\designed two identify teacher

and student outcomes from using THINKABOUT, -needs N teachers to Fielp them better

implement THINKABOUT, means of expanding' the use of THINKABOUT, and implicatibms

fot the-ipport and production of other ITV series. The sources of data were

teacher questionnaires, teacher telephone interviews, student questionn4res; and

student respohses to four problems. The population of teachers from which all

partfekpantsand their students wete part of, were 95 teachers,of a random sample

.

of 800 Wisconsin fifth amend sixth grade teachers who volunteered to be Ph a

follow-dp'study o f THINKABOUT. 'From this gioup; 58 teachers who were using

THINKABOUT returned a questionnaire, nine teachers were interview ed by telephone to
,.

.% ,

.

.validate ti.le questonriaire information, seven teachers who-had used THINKABOUT the
. .1

. ..
.

previous vat but were not using it dUring the 1980-81 school year returned,a
. . . ..

., .
questionnaire, five teachers' returned questionnaires completed by five or six of

their students, and eight,of the teachers allowed three grou s of four students

I each to be observed as each group worked four'problems. Two of the eight clabses
,

A
o . o

had not viewed any programs fromTHINKABOUT. -All of the data was collected during,
. - ,

.
N

.

-. .
Spring 1981. The three groups of students Oho were interviewed from each class-were

-) klected randomly fronl,the class: As the groups attempted the four problems,.the
.

responses of the students were recorded on eUdio'cassettes. After workonk
.

on .the problems, each group was interviewed.

Approxiliately one-fourth of the grade 5 and grade 6 teachers in Wisconsin were
re

projected to be using THINKABOUT-Ouring the .J980 -8.1 school year. The average

amount of_ time a-week' spent,on related activities to THINKABOW was 48 Minutes
,-

U

1-
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30 minutes viewing the'programs: 6 minutes in pre-activities, and 12 minutes in

_discussion fpllowing the 4rograms. Only one-thiO'of the teachers did some other

a .
IL y

in-class assignment. Teachers anc students were ve
.. 4 ;

4
.,.

THINKABOUT appeared to be successfully related to strengthening the students'
..,

.

positive toward THINKABOUT.

abilities to effectively express themselves, and to effecting some facets related

to having students manage their own learning and to think, flexibly. Evidence of

the relation'of_THINKApOUT to strengthen s tematic reasoning was not substantiated

by all sources of information. Students we e able to recall very well the stories

from the programs, however ztudents who applied the ideas in the programs were

'those who had done more related classroom activities. In general, THINKABOUT did

_appear to supplement the growth'in students of problem solving and independent

learning.
c

Even though only a third of the teachers expressed interest in.attending an

in-Service, there were indicat/Efis that t achers would benefit from an in-service

becSuse of the small amount of time spent on classroom activities r.elated to

THINKABOUT. Any in- service would have to respond to the critical concert of

teachers of Nhliding the time ddring the schOol day to Plan and do THINK OUT

activities. A useful in-service would help teachers fit THINKABOUT activities into

their basic curriculum. Two possible directions of expanding the use of THINKABOUT

in wisconAh are to teachers in schools where other teachers are using THINKABOUT

and to teachers at schbols where THINKABOUTisjlot being ,used. Each of these

groups would have different needs and situations that should require different

implementation procedures. Implications of THINKABOUT to other ITV series to be
a

produced for grades 5 and 6 include using students at that age level, making

situations re-14vant and believable, and using some related programs such as 4

=Serial. The story lines aided in recalling what the program ,was about, but

follow-LIP' classroom activities were important in hati,ing students apply the gkills,

x

V
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INTRODUCTION

One.of the most extensive prpjects in instructional teleVis.ion culminated with

they debut of the THINKABOUT series in September 1979. 'A high, priority was placed

on undamental learning Allis by educators and broadcasters. attending four

regional meetings convened by-the Agency for Instructional Television (AIT), the

developer of THINKABOUT, during the Fall of 1973. This was the beginning of a .

project that eventually cost $5,700,000, involved 42 states and prOvinces as

consortium:members as of September 1981, and produced a series of s.tacty, 15-minute

color programs
)

fo fifth and sixth graders. Wisconsin, with a history of

supporting instt tional television, was one of the 14states who was a pat of the
41,

THINKABOUT_ConsortiuM from its formation in 1976..'The 'end of the production of

THINKABOUT was viewed as'a, beginning of a new instrucional'experience available to

students in Wisconsin in a field scarce of available materials or resoutces.

During thefirst year of broadcast, 24% of the fifth and,sixth grade teachers of

Wiseonn used the series.

The main foctilof THINKABOUT is thinking skills which underlie the varietal
.

basic skills of language arts, mathematics, and study skiili and that transcend. the

boundaries of these traditional content areas. The series is designed to hell)

students become independent learners and probemm;olvers who have the.confi ence

and'ability Co live and. produce in a changing world. The goals of THINKABO UT are
. ,

to encourage the development of and to strengthen in youngl learners the abilities

to efectively,exprss themselves, to manage their own learning, to reason,/

systematically, and to think flexibly. The 60 programs can be used in a variety of

weys--as a vehicle for promoting thinking skills in *problem-solving'contextf as a
.

means of teachinproblem-solving techniques, or as a stimulus for reviewing

a
SpWcffic la'ngiiage-,arts, mathematics, 'crr study skills (Sanders and Sonnad, 1981).

0 it,'
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Evaluation was a major component of the development process,of THINKABOUT. .

.-
''

,

. '.

.

.

From the beginning, clarificatibn, conce t development; and review of nebulou,p ,r' . -,. . .
terms as "fundamental learning 'skills" were obtained ,from educators and, j .

psychologistS
.

well respected rn thir fields. %he production staff continually
,

.
.

evaluated treatments, scripts,'and PrograMs using techniques such as criteria
,.

V- s.

chtcklists, which provides 'a quality control of programs and assurInces that the

production parts met certain expectations (Sloan,1980,°p. 146) . As programs
. /

. .became available, a field test was conducted of the Colfecting,Information cluster,

consisting'of three programs, to asses, the effects of a group of programs (AIT,
. '

1979)., The evaluation of THINKABOUT continued through the first year of broadcast

with an impact and research study conducted by Sandeis and Sonnad (1980).

-
The impact 'study, involving 24. classrooms in four Consortium states, provides

insight into some .cef the outcomes of THINKABOUT. The programscaptured and kept

the attention of.virtually all students and teacher4 who viewed them., Classroom

. discussions of thinking and reasoning- skills were stimulated by the programs and

accompanying materials. Teachers perceived student imprOvement in each of the
-

thinking skills areas covered by the series result of using THINKABOUT.

Clasirooms viewing THINKABOUT demonstrated differences on ce .4.11 communicationsi

. -

skilks,exercises and independent learning exercises from classrooms which had not
.. -., .

viewed ahy of the programs. Students Mwing the series provided more options ,..
.

.. -, it
and/or alternatives, in the, problem setting on certain items. Differences between

4
users and non-users were not, observed on standardized achievement test scores.

I-

44'
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PURPOSE OF STUDY

L

0

asl

,

THINKABOUT has been used in Wisconsin for two school years. The current

-4

information thatis avairabile about the'use of 'TpINKABOUT is the percentage of

fifth andsixth grade teachers who had usedtht series during its first-year, 24%.

1. . mThis was obtained from Sue of the random ample surveperiodically sent to
,

s
.

',
. ,

$ idifferent groups of Wiscdnsineachers to determine the use of instructional
,

television and in the state. Very little information is available regarding

how THINWOUT is being used by teachers and Whatits effects are.

Instructional television programs are designeteto be,a part of an educational

,experience that includes. provocative questions as an introduction, discussion as

-immediate follow-up, and4nstructional activities in following days for

reinforcement of the ideas presented. To bette effect the use of instructional

television and its impact in WiscOnsin,' the Educational Communications Board is
-

.

s interested in providing support for instructional telel;ision to reach its full

potential. The main purpose of theoptudy is ,to provide information that can be

used to make decisions about instructional support for THINKABQUT in Wisco and

fbr future instructional,television series.-

-,

THINKABOUT was selected to be the major focus of this study because of. two
y

9

r easons. The high Quality of production and the extensive research'and'evaluation
111$

that went into its develdpment should be a motivating fact or for teachers to use

}

THINKABOUT as effectively as possible. The support given to the series should be

an example of what.can be done,. Secondly, THIWBOUT presents a numbecof skills

'over a large number oaf programs thatshould result in many possible ways of

supporting -the series. How some teachers are supporting THINKABOUThould provide

insight 'into innovative meant that can be used in supporting 'other series.

'OW

,
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The main questions to be answered by bheistbdy a're:

1. What are the effects of THINKABOUT 4n teachers, students, and.,

,

instructional programs? ,

,2. what instructiOnk support do teachers need to implement THINKABOUT more
.

<effectively?
4.,

-
3.-, <irlhst can be done to expand the use' of THINKABOUT ,in Wiscons,in?

. .

4.. 4lat implications are there from the implementation of THINKABOUT over two

years'for the support and,production Of future instructional television

series?

deo

\ 4
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DE$IGN
1 .

. .

'.

A group of teachers wh 1. had volunteered ,to participate `in a follow-up study Of
-...._

It4

. ... ,

..>

THINKABQUT completed que%tignnaites in April and May 1981. This group consisted oFo

:

'

,,
.teachers who were cuvently 6sAlg THINKABQUT, either regularly or occasionally, a ors -

lib

who had used THINKABOWe the previous year but WEIre not currently using the series.
-

4
,, ' ,

,
.

-The latter group Was sent `a modified version of theqUestionnaire,. including / .

.

ques;.ions about why the teacher was not 'Currently using.THINKABOUT. Irr addition to
.

.. .

.compleing the qUsticien'aire, three groups of teacKirs Curren tly usIng THINKABQUT ..

e.
° were asked to participate in other parrs of the study:,, Students of. onegroup of

_ .

six teachers, along with two control-classes nOc using tHINKABOUT, were observed

and interviewed as the students solved four problems while, working. in sihall groups- :

. .
.of four. For-this part of the study, three groups of students-were randomly

.
selected from each Class or unit 'to be interviewed. These interviews were'

1,: . 16
-."

conducted afterthe last THINKABQUT program was broadcast on May'6,.. A second group '
: .

,

.
.

.,.... of six teachers. was asked to administer student qU'estionnaire to six of their
.

. .

students selected randomly, from the ,ir class list. A thitd group of nine teachers

was interviewed by telephone to validate the'written information Collected by the
."---,..

4,..., .

questionnaire. These groups were selected using a stratified random sample to
I

.

ensure that both grde 5 andgrade 6 were equally represented.' Thus, th sources ,,

l , .Of information for this study4were teacher questionnaires frpmTHINKABOUT users,,
- .

.
.

.

teacher questionnaires from preyious users of THINKApOUT, student protocols and
/

.

_
, . . ..\._

.

responses to four.problems, teacher interviews, and student questionnai;es.r,

. . .
4

t[:t.' o

f
. .. '9 0ti

... ,
--......

...v.
'Eample

.
. ,

. -
.A In February 1981 a leteer of inquiry and a return

.

postcard (Appehdix E) were

sent to a random sample of-800 grade 5 and grade 6 teachers.ip Wiscongin. The
N

e

1,2
-
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/
,

. l
letter asked if the teacher was prese ntly using THINKABOUT, if the teacher had used

. .

THINKABOUT the previous year, and if the teachei would be interested in

'sarticipating in a follow-up study of THINKABOUT. No additibnal mailings were made
...

to those who had not returned the.postaca

postcard and had indicated they would be

asked to be in'the study. The sample for

convenience rather than a random sample,

rd.' Only those teachers who returned a

willing to participate in the study were

the study then was'a temple of

and included only teachers who had

volunteered to be in the study.

The number of teachers who returned postcards was 256. Six of thes

'were teaching grade 4, four of which had never used THINKABOUT,,an

teachers

were not

included in the analysis of,t4le sample. Of the 250 remaining. teachers, 121 (48%)

taught'grade t39%i taughtArade '6, and 32 (13%) taught a combination class.of
Ne-

grades 5 and 6 Tbis Sample is weighted toward grade 5 teachers, however not

statisticallyeignificgnt using a' chi square. test, when compared 4). the proportion

of teachers who responded to a random sample surveyregarding social, studies

- adminiptered durin school year 197940. On that random SaMple,Survey, 44% of the
1

grade 5 and grade 6 teachers taught grade 5, 42C tamght grade/6, and 12% taught a

'combination of grades 5 and 6. One possitfle exp;anation for te slightly skewed,

sample is' that'elementary teachers were more willing to be in the study.

The teachersVho completed the THINKABOUT teacher questionnaire'.were a

propoition of the 95 teachers who noteeon the postcard that theybuld.be willing
41k,

to participate in a THINKABOUT eollow-up study. Of the 78 teachers from thip group

who were uscrig THINKABOUT during tho 1980.-81 school year, 58 of the teachers (74%)

r-%returned the guestionnaire. Of the remaining 17 teachers, nine had used THINKABOUT.

-a

the previous year but were not using it during the 1980-81 school year, and eight

had never_used THINKABOUT. Those whohad uVed THINKABOUT were also_sent a

13
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4

questionnaire regarding their use of the series and, their reason for not using it
;...

..
* for 1980-81. Seven, or 78%, of these teachers responded to the questionnaire. The

. -. ,

. ,,
..4 1 ,

sample consisted of` those teachers who were.interested enough in the'study to take

the time to.complet6 the furvey. ksample then probably, contained teachers who

-
.

.

a

were mgre favorable and interested ii0TRINKABOUT. Therefor, the results of the

questionnaire probably reflect the opinion of teachers who have had more positive

'oexperiences with THINKABOUT rather than a random sample of thosemmsing THINKABOUT.

Six teachers using THINKABOUT and t%o teachers not using THINKABOUT-were

selected from the 95 Ceachers who expressed willingnegs
4
to participate in the study

I I

to have some of their Nudents interviewed while solving problems. The initial

detlign Was to have three triads of classes, with one triad consisting of classes at
tt

the same grade level,' from schools in approximately the same size of community.

The three c lasses in each triad were to havb4Leathers who va ried in their length of

THINKABOUT two years, one class was to have a teacher who had used THINKABOUTone

experience in using THINKABOUT. One class was .to have a teacher who had used

° 'year only, and one class was to have not used THINKABOUT and was to have a teacher

who had,never used THINKABOUT. One triad was to be all grade 5 classes, one all

-giade 6 classes, and one containing combination grade 5/6 classes.

Not all teachers contacted had the time or the interest to partitipate in the

'study when they Were explained the details. As a result, in order to have classes

from the smile community who were using THINKABOUT in the proposed grade 5/6 triad,

one grade 6 class and one grade 5/6 class were used. A control class was not found

in the geographical atea of the other classes of this triad to be used-in the study..
.

a
'

A description of the three triads and the code number given tb each/class are.given
. \

.
.

in Table 1. Cla'ses 115 and 215 came from the same community but from different"

schools, as did classes 136 and 235/6. The classes that participated in the student'

interviews then included thoseifrom different grade levels, different sized

communities, andhad teachers with different amounts of experience+using THINKABOUT.
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Table 1

Description of Triads and Code Number of Classes
for Student Interviews-

'Triad 1 Triad 2. Triad 3 j

Grade level: 5 6 5/6 & 6
.

Community size: 4,000-5,060 1,000 -3,000 50,000-70,000

Proximity4,

Code number:

Teacher h-as used
THINKABOUT 2,yrs:

Teacher has

used THINKABOUT
regularly 1 yr.

TeaCher has not.
used THINKABOUT

50 miles from
Milwaukee

15-40 miles from
an urban area

115 126 136

215 226' d 235/6

0

315 326 Not included,

A class liSt was obtained from each of the eight teachers who were willing to
e

have their students interviewed. In some cases the class list included all of the

students at a grade level if students were grouped'as a unit forzsome instruction.'

'Three groups of four students each were selected randomly from..the list, along with

four alternates. The groupsofstudents interviewed then were not special groups of

student's and had not worked together as a group prior to the interviews. Because

the grouLA were randomly selected, they should IA representative of the classes from

which they were selected.

te
The six teachers who were selected to administer student questionnaires to a

isample of their stOdenIs and the nine teachers who were interviewed over the

telephone were selected randomly with the constraint that both grade levels, 5 and

6, were nearly equally represented: Five of the teachers returned student,

V
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questionnaires. Four of these teachers had used THINKABOUT regularly for two

years, and one was currently using THINKABOUT on occasion for.the first time. 'A

total of 29 student questionnaires were returned, 41% from grade 5 students and.55%

from grade 6 students. The respondents were nearly evenly divided by sex, 48% were

male and 52% were female. Of the nine teachers who were interviewed over the'.,

telephone,..five had used THI OUT regularly fbr two years, three had used

THINKABOUT regularly for the,1980-81school year for %e first time, and one

teacher had used THINKABOUT on occasion for two years. Of these teachers; four

taughtgrade 5, three taught grade 6, and two taught a grade 5/6 combination. The

sample provided information from both grade 5 and 6 teachers who had a range in

experience of using THINKABOUT. :

c.

ft Instruments

The tleacher questionnaires are included as. Appendfx A. Mani of the questio

and the fOrmat came from the questionnaire used in the,AIT impact study.. The

telephone interview questions were designed t pprallel qtestions on, the

questionnaire. Thq student questionnaire (Appendik B) is the same as the
- ,

questionnaire used by AIT.

Twelt,e problems selected from those used in the AIT impact, study, curriculum

material on reasoning, and problem- solving material were tried with small groups of

students from one class which had viewed most of the THINKABOUT prOgrams. The four

problems (Appendix C) pelected for the-study were the problems, that generated the

. .

most responses and stimulated the use'of a variety of the thinking skills presented

in THINKABOUTas students searched for solutions.

Different thinking skills could bt use&iw:tolving each of the problems.
s

Problem 1 has an impossibly solution.- The students Were to explain why the .

,-1

A

1 r
4. (,)
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solution is impossible.'- Xi-I-order td solve the problem, students had to deduce from
C.

the conditions of the prOblem that it is Apossible to distribute nine marbles into

five cups with a different number each cup. One possible explanation is that

' the sum of the five' smallest-integers-0-, 1, 2, 3, 4--is more than 9. In.solving

. this prOblem, students had to derive meaning from the conditions of the

problem--different'number in each cup, nine marbles, and five cups. .The

information of the problem, can be analyzed and reshaped by using diagrams or other
4

modeas*ot theEsituation. Information can be judged. and a conclusion made that,

with the information given, the\ \problem is impossibilk Deriving an adequate

sblution to .this probled requires trial'a4deeror, persistence, taking a risk, and
-

other prdcesses required f r successful problem solving.
r - 4

Problem 2 requires the comparison of the 'similarities and differencesdbetween

two situations and drawing"s conclusion. The students were faced with the Problem

of explaining why the removal of one of four legs on--..a chair causes it to fall over

Mien other three-legged stools, such as a tripod or an' easel, are very sturdy. This

is a problem of reasoning by:analogy (Harnadek, 1979). Meaning must be derived

from the different situation's. Different attributesof,,,thetwo types of structures,

three legged stands and four legged stands, must be 4Iassified. Diagrams'can be

used to represent the ista.r.4tion and judgments can be made about what information

is relevant. °Finally; conclusions have to be made by drawing inferences using
A

analogy.

The tnild and fourth problems are multiple questions which require planning and

the generation of information. In the third problem, students were to plan for a

radio station for their school, In the fourth problem, students were to identify

steps pat Jim thould consider and perform ill making a model spacecraft for a
NI

science fair. 'Both problems require generating and collecting information and



I.
listing alternatives. In. bme of the questions for each problem, students were ,,

.

14asked to ordet the steps. Since these problems are life-like problems, they

11.

req ire the consideration and specification of criteria such as what do people want

to listen to on a school radio station, and what are, the rules of he science
1 -

fair. The 'radio station prof:, em also regtires judging information and identifying

important information, from le s important information. The sciencefair problem

reqUires summarizing (reshapi infbrmation) and planning a presentation

(communicating effectively).

Each gAup of four student was allocated one hour to solve the four problem.

Students were instructed befoJ beginning problem 1 to work as a group and to record

in the space provided an answer

The students were asked to vet,

agreed upon by all of the students' in the group.

lize their ideas and to discuss the ideas with each

othei. THINKABOUT was not mentioned before beginning td solve the problems. The
,

Comments and discussion of each group were recorded on audio cassette tapes. Once
,

.

the students began working on the Problems, -the interviewer only spoke if the ,group. ... !

.

,
was silent for a long period of time' or if the grout reached a complete standstill.t,

,

The groups were asked general questions about THINKABOUT and related activities

, after finishing the fpur problems if time allowed.

I

4 *

pmalYies

For the teadher and student qtiestionnaires, frequencies of responses were

computed'fov the multiple choice items and means and standard deviations for the

scale items. Results are reported for the individual items. Teacher responses

from the telephone interviews wire compared with questionnaire response's. Each,

group of nts received a score or scores on.each of the four ?roblems. Class

scores on each problem were computed by taking"the averagessoresof the three
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groups from the cla§s f9r problems 1 and2, and the,sum of scores for each group on
,

.

problems 3 ond 4. The class scores were used in'the anallysis..
) , . .

The investigator scored each item Using-a predetermined scoring\ scheme

A (Appendix C). Problems 1, 2, and 3 were scored on two independent occasions by the
,..

.
, t

researcher to check consistency in scoring. All of the group respon ses and scores
.

. ,

. *on problems 1 and 2 and a sample of responses and scores on problem 3 are included

as Appendix D. Problem 4 was scored by the investigator and one other person

independently using the scheme developed by CovAgton, the developer of, the item,

. which was used in scoring the itemlor the AIT impact study.. Each group on problem

4 was given a score on 27 variables. The percent agreement between the tft scorers

on the 648 scores for the 24 groups was 88%. The score given to the group where'

there was disagreement was the consensus reached by the, two scorers after

discussion.

'The total Woints given on each problem varied. A total of 10 points was given

on 'problem 1, which was the sum of three subsdores-- 0-3 points for understanding, .

.the problem, 0-4 points for the'means used to solve the Problem, and 0- 3 'points for

the solution. A maximum of three points was given on probleiri 2, which represents

the inclusion or. absence in the response of each of thres parts--the accurate('

_description, of the propertites of a three-legged'stool (1 point); the accurate

descriptidn'of the four-legged chair (1 point), and the accurate conclusion drawing.

fromthe differences and similarities of the two situations (1 point).

Problem 3 consisted of-tvio pages. The responses given on page 1 were

characterized as tactical--thpse which are speoific features of a radio station

such as equipment, building space, andprogrdm.ming;or as strategical--those which
e)

:
.,-are tannin steps sych As setting up d committee, collecting information (survey),

L.

and considering constraints such as'time. The sum of tactical responses was the

. 19.
3
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4,t

tactical score and the sum of strategic responses was the strategic score. In

A

additionY'each group was given ohe-point for each of fourOvariables--scope and

dimension, informatiOn;-resources and equipment, and sequence of steps--depending
A

upon the presence or absence of.. items representing the variable. Three questions

were asked on page 2.- On question 1, the groups were given, two scores. One was

the number of responses that were forms of informationand t e other was the number

of responses that listed equipment. The number of resources listed was the score

given for question 2. Two scores were given for question 3, the number of decision

steps listed and a score of 1 or 0, depending on whether items were listed in

sequence or not.

Groups were asked to respond to five questions for problem,4. Ori each question

y)e group was given a score of'the n mbei of responses on the variables for that

question. On the first question, page 2, the groups were given scores on two

.variables--deadline/time and people to help.' Other variables we're not scored

because they appear in other questions, such as on page 4. The two questions on

page 3 ask for sources of answers to questions. The first question,,on the fair

deadline, was given scores onschool staff, parents/relatives,frieilds/clasimates,

fair staff, and media. The variables for the second question, on what a real space-

craft looks like, include the same first three variables as the first question, as

well qtt print materials and other ideas. The scores on ,these questions represent'

the awareness of gr)ups to consider different sources-of information. 'On page 4 .

.

the:groups were given scores for strategic variables -- scope /dimension, information/

advice, assembling resources, and global statements; idd tacticalivariables--

W
construction, pa-inting, and other ideas. In additions, each Group was given oneP

point on an order variable if. the responses were listed in some order. The fifth

'question asked the students what they'would do if the deadline for the fair was

.

120 /'-. !
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sooner than they had planiled. °Scores were given for seven variables--work harder,

give up, stop and'talvage, reduce
scope, postpone deadline, get help, and other

ideas.

Verbatim transcriptions were made of the cassette recordingslpf the groups. A

check was. made on the accuracy or,the transcriptins by having

the same, problem for one group. These two transcriptions are

F. All transcriptions, protocols, were analyzed for specifit

two 'people transcribe

4

included as Appendix

examplesand.evidence

of the four general characteristics of independent learners. Evidence of the

following characteristics was sought:

Efffttively expressing:, themselves:
Communicating ideas to others

y Liste?!ing to ideas of others
. Group discussion

.Supporting cdMments
Group coOperatiok:

.

Managing their own learning:,
Planning ,

Gathering and generdting information
' Organizing information

Aikang questions-of group
Redirecting the group
MAing inferences

Reasoning systematically:'
Planning
No g details
Checking .

Using criteria
JudOing information
Considering alternatives
Finding patterns/

Tfiinking flexibly:

Brainstorming'

Considering alternatives
Using criteria

r.

4

44

qnformation'ethe four general characteristics was obtained for each clais b

iaentifying_common evidence of characteristics found in all three groups from.a-e .

class.. If students from each group exhibited the same process, the process was

c.`
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classes wete contrasted with the non-THINK OUP qpIsgsand differences were
. .

It'' _,5

Ailli
t4,

'N,

noted. Evidence for many processes was not1Au-nu the protocols of all thrge

groups from theclass. For these processes, groupt4! tffifftces4olere considered
,

.
.

14.4vil
1y.' PS it0 1 ,-". 10 : '..''; 'Feacross all of the THINKABOUT groups and compared-400:th- tne non-THINKABOUT groups.

-
,

These itocesses are less li ely bo.be characterC 4r of
ti

)klasses but suggest areas
14Cl,

.- b
where THINKABOUT may have affe d some students.

0
.

- .

- .
..../

In order to draw any conclusions from this study, findings froM a source had tp
1

4.be validated by findings from other sources. 'The more quantitative information

. o

\
.

. from the questionnaires anal answers to the prpb146were used to support or
. lr -- . 54,

. .. - -discredit the more qualitative information obtained fiom5tht-56tocOls am vice
-7.

4119.

Iwo, assumed to be a ch4racteristic_of the

O

acteristics oiEiNKABouT

versa.* A 'reasonable link between THINKABOUT 4nd the results had to be made, as
J

well as the.rejectaatilthat the results maybe due to othercauses before

conclusions were made. BdCause of the small sample size .30 how the sample was

selected, the conclusions can only be suggestiveitlieNhan'definitive about the
4K /

effects'of THINKABOUT. The study ls_sufficient for the conclusions-to provide

t.

direction about how to support teachers usingTHINK ABQUT.

N

S
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RESULTS

Sample Description, 1

Wisconskn teachers representing a range of years of teaching.experiehte are

using THINKABOUT. Of the 58 user teache'eh who 'returned the survey, the average

.
. . .

number of years of,full-time teaching was 15, with a standard .deviation of 9.5.

The range of experience was from.one-teacher who' was in the.first year of teaching

to one()who retired in June 1981 after 41 years of teaching.' A large number (95%)
4

of the teachers who responded are experienced teachers with three or more years of
..

tull-time teaching.
A - ,

. . .- . .

The sample of teachers whd responded to the survey was weighted towarlitilth

grade teachers, with 55% teaching grade' 5, 36% teaching 41-,ade 6, ana. 9% teaching

grade. 5/6 combination., The\type of classrooms of the teachers Has nearly evenly
,

spitit between self-contained classrooms (43%),.and unit or team teaching (45%),

degending ptiovily on the grade level taught. tNeaily,two-thirds of the fifth

4

yrade teacners tauyht in self- contained classrooms, whereas two thirds of the sixth

guide teachers taught in units /teams or by departments. The teachers cannot De

classified as having a paiticular content area of speciality since only a half of

_ ti
the teachers noted having a speciality, with.the Content areas of social studies

and language arts mentioned most frequently. Three teachers reported math as a

`specialty, two reptirted science, and one reported affective learhing..*

The sizes of the schools of the teachers responding varied from one school

having only one teacher for fifth ana sixth grade, to one school. 146ving 12.'

teachers. The mean number of fifth and sixth grade teachers was four. At most

. -

schools, nearly 70%, THINKABOUT was not used by all of tne grade 5 ana 6 teacners.

At,24% of the schools, only one teacher used THINKABOUT; at 35% of the schools, two
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1
.

teachers used it; and at24% of the schools, three teachars.used it. At a few'1
d

5 ..

schools THINKABOUT was either used SY all of the grade 6 teachers or all of the.-

glade 51'teachers. The range of the number of students with whoM teachers used

THINKABOUT was from-18 to 250 students, with a mean of 55, reflecting that over 501

of the teachers taught as part Of a team/unit or.department. Most teachers (90%)
0

used THINKABOUtwith all of their students, with only 10% of theAteachers using the

series with a particulkir class such as.bomeroom, English, or-guidance.

THINKABOUT did, not gene a new audience for ITV, nor did many teachers

receive training'in the use of THINKABOUT. . Other ITV series had been used by

nearly all of the teachers (88%). Only a few (12%).-154 the 'teachers had received

any type of an in-service on THiNKABOUS--3% had received a school works

district Workshop, and 6% a regional workshop.

a

The six teachirs who were using THINKABOUT and whosstudents were inter. iewed

differed some frOm the sample of teachers responding to the surve

`11tA

interviewed classes were weighted more toward grade six, including two fifi.h.grAde
.

, .
classed, three sixth grade-classes, and one combination 5/6 grade class. .The %.

o

teachers, on the average, were more experienced, averaging 19.5 years of -

experience. The classroom setting had nearly the same split as the large sample,

with half of the classes being self-contained and the otheg half organized as units

or departments. Two- thirds of the teachers in the smaller sample had a content'

speciality, J slightly higher proportioh than the larger sample. All of the

teachers in the smaller samplg useA the series with all of their saident6d, which

averaged nearly 41 students per teacher, which was lower than the average for the

larger sample. Although the statistics of the smaller sample were exactly the

samas the larger sample, the differences were small enough that it was assumed

that the six classrooms were fairly representativethe laigerggroup.

'
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4
"!` An Indication of the' achievement of students in each class was obtaineb

available standardized achievement test scores for seven of the eight Lasses from

which students were interviewed. .Two of ebb fifth sadeclasses only,had available

scores from tests administere3 while the ttudehts were in third grade, two classes

had scores available from tha year before, anck.three classes had scores from tests

just administered. TheStanford,Achievement Test was used by four of the classes,

e

the OtisLennob Mental Ability Test by two'of the classes, and the Metropolitan

Achievement Test by one class. The range in grade equivalent or percentile scores

and the mediums for each class were contrasted to proyide some evidence of the,

achie'vement levels of al'classes. The medium scores for each class were at grade
\

leVelor above for tile age level when each.
4

class took th'd test. Two of the classes,

215 and 226, had higher medium scores relative to the expected 'grade equivalent
N \ 4

-

cores than did the other Clases. The mediUm of four of the classes-126, 136, 315,

an 326were closer to the expected grade equivalent scores: The medium grade

equivalent of one class, 115, was the same as the expected grade equivalent score.

the teacher of the remainingclass, 235/6, reported. that most of the studentsdn the ,

class were eading'and do.ing math at grade level.' Thus the achievement levels"so

the ,classes t participated in the study were at grade level or slightly abOve.

The level of ac fevement of the non- 'THINKABOUT classes was slightly above the

expected grade le el, as were most of the, THINKABOUT classes. AchieveMent was not

a f,ptor that separ ted the THINKABQJJT classes from the non- THINKABOUT classes.

,.Validation of Teacher stionna.fre

Inforthabiod from the eleph e interviews of nine of the teachers asked to

compleAr the questiqnnaire ene ally supported the results from the questionnaire., -4,

'Twq comparisons were made, o e weea teacher's response on the questionnaire

'

ra,

0

a
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and hisAher response in the inteuiew,an0 the second between the aggregated'
L.

responses` on the,gbestionnaiteand all of the responses for the, interview. There

4waS'high agreement between the interviews and questionnaire responses on why
'

teachers used THINKABOUT, effective ways of using.THINKAgOUT, studere outcomes,

information about other teachers from the s chool using'THINKABOUT, and ways of

using THINKABOUT more effectivkry. There was some disagreement in rbportking the 1111

total.amountf time spent on THINKABOUT-related'activities and in reporting how
,

THINKABOUT is used in relation to content areas. The times 'reported on the

questionnaires wete greater than given during the interviews, particularly fOr

. pre-viewing activities. Also,'even though some teachers,reported on the

questionnaire that they used THINKABOUT as a subject matter in asp, they
A t.

reported in the interview that the serieswas bsed to supplement content areas such r

as Social studies and language artp. Most teachers thought even hough THINKABOUT.

was not used as a part of one content area, tie series was related'to or. ._
.1

interjected with one or two content areas.
.

Teacher Use of THINKABOUT

During the 1979-80 school year, 24% of the grade 5 and grade 6'teachers in

Wisconsin used THINKABOUT. An.estimate of 26% of the grade.5 and grade 6 teachers

is projected to haye used THINKABOUZ during' the19.80-81 schoal yeL. ,This figU're-

was computed using the 1979r80 figure anthe.number of teachers return/ng the

postcard who fiad used THINK ABOUT both years.

The 'most frequent reason given 'on the teacher questionnaire for using

THINKARft was the emphasis the series places onreasoning, thinking, problem

solving, and decision making. 'Another fr,equent reason was 'because the series showi
e

110



students how to deal wAh'4fe situations. Examples. of teacher, responses when

asked the main reasoirfpr using THINKABOUT are:' /

,

o .

- ('1HINKABOUT) helps students reason and think about problems that occur

in everyday lite and what can be done about them.'

- It leads children into really thinking about many situations they coula

run into and some ways of handling them.
,

- It challenges the children in real situations that they face. It.-makes

them think and not just absorb.

Other reasons mentIOned by four or more teachers were becaUsestuuents enjoy the

programs and because the series stimulates discussion. Overall, teachers valued
'er

the skill" ,that are included in the series atia appreciated having them presented in

an everyday life context that students enjoy viewing.

The 62cision to use THINKABOUT was primarily that of teachers. Seventy-two

percent of the tedthers 'reporfedithemselves as being the most influential in

deciding lo use THINKABOUT, as well as I9% of the teachers saying that some other

teacher liad'iniluence The ITV representative. was influential in only 7% of the

cases. Each:ot the other sources, such as administrators or media specia-ila,

e

influenced no more than 5i of the teachers.

One problem for some tedchers in, the use of THINKABOUT is that it is designated

to be used with two grade levels. Of the seven teachers who had used THINKABOUT the

4/02

previous year and were noCusing ft in. 1980-til, the main reason for not using it was
. e,

because the students had
\
already seen' the series. Most of these teachers .were

teaching grade 6 or 5/6 as part of a unit. One school has a plan to snow THINKABOUT

to both fifth and spth graders, every two years. All of the teachers who said some

A

of their students had viewed THINKABOUT said they were prianningto use the series

.

next year. Only one teacher reported problems with getting equipment, poor recep-

tion, and time.contlict,. Using seHINKABOUT every other year 4.how some teachers

have dealt with having, THINKABOUT available for bdth fifth and .sixth'grade students.
I ,

r,
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ft
On the average, teachers spent 48 minutes a week viewing THINKABOUT and, doing

related activitlies. This time may beslihtly inflated based oil the telephone

Interviews: Most ot the teachers (66%) viewed twov"programs a week. Nearly halt of

the teachers spent from 5:40 minutes a week previewing the programs, whereas

one-third did not do any previewing activities. The average amount of time spent on

1

discussion immediately following the programs was 12 minutes a week. Discussion

was the main follow-up activity and was engagea in by nearly all of the classes

(88%). This correspobds to the view of some teachers that programs from the series

were very good in.yenerating discussions. Two-thirds of the teachers aid not do

any other in-class assignments directly related to THINKABOUT besides discussion.

?kt

The third of the teachers who did do related activities spent froM 5-30 minutes a4'

we on the activities. Thus, for one prograff, teachers generally spent 3 or 4

t

minutes introd6cing it, 6-10 minutes discussing it afterwards, and very little time

doing 'ally related activities.

The activities that teachers did use varied and were generally related to those

given in the guide. Seven of the teachers said they do some form of discussion
Oft-

when a situation arises in class, that Is related to something from THINKABOUT,,or

in helping the students* organize their Aoughts. Six of the Leaches said they, have

their students do writing such as follow-up stories,eports,,or papers. Other

activites or materials litntioned by two teachers were posters, time capsule,

Weekly Readers, role playing, follow-up projects, ana brainstorming. Activities
a

mentioned by one teacher were stories, presentations, investigations, creative

signiqg (sign language), patterns, advertisements, charades, mobiles,

bloCkhusting, surveys games, paper airplane contest, and slide series.
ti

`average number of programs used by the teachers was 47. Time and scheduling

,Abotitgialt oL the teachers had used all 01 the programs in the series. The
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problems were most frequently given as reasons for not viewing all of the

programs. Only two teachers, reporteu viewing programs ory0M9 a week. One tacher=

thought they were only broadcast one day a week and the other could only schedule

them on Wednesday. One teacher who only used part of the programs said that the

district had divided the programs according to content and difficulty. The others

who hau not used all ot the programs mainly experienced the or scheduling conLlicts

,because of vacation or other activities.

The main material useu.alongwith THINKABOUT was the teacher's guide, useu by

70% of the teachers. The guide was rated excellent by 21% of the teachers ana only

negatively by 3% of the teachers. Suggestions teachers gave for making the guide

more useful were to include rurv-on pages, some reproducible discussion topics,',

program'sspace after each r material for` Jotting down notes, numbering programs, and

.having pre-plapned or ready-to-use follow-up activities. Only one teacher was

critical andfelt many pf the activities were quite time-consuming and had

difficulty finding time for the activities. *Only three teachers reported materials

that they hao_prepared which included diagrams; booklets for goal setting, posters,

and worksheets; and situations from the students' day.

Teachers4id not express a great need, for the supplementary material that was
4

ltlAvo--workhook:,, duplicating masters, learnin4'games, and teaching posters., Over

50t of the teachers reported that these materials would be only useful or not

Ask
necessary.- Less thqn 10% of the teachers reported that any of these materials were

essential. Most teachers interviewed felt the wouldonot use supplementary

materials because ot the,problem of finding-time to use them or the cost to

purchase them. 4
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Teacher Perction of THINKABOUT

., .

The overall
.

ratirig of-THINKABOUT by teachers was very positive, with over
is

two-thirds of the teachers rating e series as excellent', the higtiot category on
r

a five-point scale., Only 3% of the teachers had mixed feelings about the program

(a. rating of 3), and none of the teachers rated the series below this level.

Teachers reported that their students reacted to THINKABOUT nearly+as positively as

they did, with 93% of the teachers reporting a positive reaction from their

students.

THINKABOUT had an impact on classroom interactions. Sixty percent of the
p

teachers agreed or strongly agreed that tie programs aroused discussion in their

.

.

classes. A slightly higher percentage reported that most of their students,

participated in the discussions. Over? two-thirds of the teachers bropght up ideas

from THINKABOUT programs in teaching "content areas. As.most teachers reported in

_ the telephone interviews, THINKABOUT was used in relationto or interjected with

content areas such as language arts and social studies. Students were less,likely

tb bring up ideas from the programs, but still nearly 50%"of the teadhers reported

theik-students doing this.

Teacher's perceived that THINKABOUT helped, at least somewhat, to improve

students' skills On the 13 main thinking "ills presented by the series. The-
41,. series s most helpful in improving students' skills in solving problems. Fora .

°

this skill, a.third of th, teachers reported;the'series was extremely helpful and

56%-reported at least somewhat helpful. Other skids for which THINKABOUT was felt

by°83% of the teachers sc?,,be helpful In improving were judging information,
-,..

-: -.

communicating effece4tively, using criteria', and collecting information.. The skill,7 e

.'
that neatly one - third .of the teachers le t THINKABOUT was riot helpful in improving

, -*0,4,,
,..'

..L'''

, ..,.

was estimatng anApproximating. No-m6r than-T of the teachers, however, said

for any one of the skills that THINKABOU was not at all `helpful.

a

30
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Teachers were less positive in rating the success of THINKABOUT in meeting its

goals than they were in assessing the degree to which the series was helpful in

improving thinking skills. Generally,'less than half of the teachers rated high or

very high the level of THINKABOUT's success in strengthening the ability of students

to be problem solvers and independent learners, or the four characteristics of

these abilities--effectively expressing themselves, managing their own learning,
.. .

,reasling systematically, and thinking flexibly. From 30%-52% rated THINKABOUT's

success as high, 28%-46% as neutral, and 5%-12% as low. Strengthening students'

.4

ability to be problem solvers was rated higher than strengthening their ability to

be independent learners, .52% positive responses'compared to 43%. The success of

THINKABOUT to strengthen the 'abilities of thinking flexibly and reasoning

. systematically, both rated positively by 46% of the teachers, were rated the

highest among the four characteristics,followed by effectively expressing

themselves (43% positive responses), and managing their own learning (31%-positive

responses). Effectively expressing themselves had the highest average rating (345-

on a 5 point scale)- of the four abilities.

The positive feelings teachers had toward THINKABOUT strengthening .

I

problem-solving skills may be partially related to the popularityof programs. The

three programs liked the best by the most teachers are,from the Problem Solving

Cluster--programs 57 ("A Matter of Time "), 58 ("There's Always a Risk"), and 59

o

("Hanging in There"). ,Theseprograms are a three-part serial and Were among the

most recent programs viewed prior to teachers codpleting the questionnaire, which
.

May account for some of their pgpularity. Other programs that were rated by three

or four teachrs to be among the best program were programs 56" ("One Thing Leads to
.,

Another "Brainstorming"?, and 17 ("Where Should I Go?"). The one program

,
rated among the worst by the largest number of teachers, eight, was program 60

0
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( "Plan,a City of the Future"). Other programs which were the least favorite of two

or three ,teachers were program 30 ("Checking Conclusions"), program 23 ("There are

Many Ways. to Gols), and program 55 ("Makirig Something New") . Three of the four

mentioned most frequently as the worst are tip and challenge programs

Teachers agreed very little on the best and worst programs Qtner than those

mentioned above. Thirty-six of the 60 programs were rated among the best, while 27

ptocuom!: went' rated among the worst by at least one teacher. A large number or_

aograMs appeal to teachers in different ways. The variabrlity in appeal suggests

thb:programs in the series have some diversity.

Many of the teachers, 32 of the 58 teachers who completed the questionnaire,

reported some of their positive experiences with THINKABOUT. The most common

experiences were with /(ood class discdssions, hagh'interes* level of students, ana

what students e,arned from the programs. Some of the commentspf.teachers were:

- Several times skills pr d6serited relate directlf t6 skills needea that

very day or week in some social studies work. It made for very

effective application. Exciting!

- Holds student interest--plots
6

God discussion

- Carry-dtier Value into other subject matter; student eagerness to view

program
P

1

. -
et- They have motivated good discussions.

- Group felt the "Ctthunicating Effectively" series was very good, seemed

to have good results with students also.

- The kids picked up problem solving on their own.

Other experiences thaterwete given, but not as frequently as the three types

above, weregood examples Or presentatidn of concepts, helpful with teaching,

. -

and-relevant to students. Some of the teachers' comments were

- Students can relate Lo sithations-apd characters oL rig! program.

They look forward to seeing it

*NY -NJ

a .fir
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- It really illustrates concepts in an exciting manner to students.

-

They always seem to relate programs to own experience.

Only ten teachers (17%) identified some negative experiences, with the

series. Three of the teachers fee t some frustration because of not having

enough 'time to do the follow -up activities and to use the-series as

as it could be./ "Not enough tame'in daily schedule to.proviae

ample Opportunities to apply skills. Pupils should have time to see skills

that work for them in settings similar to what programs showea." Two teacrters ,

expressed a lack of student interest in some of the programs. 'two other

teachers expressed some stigma against watching teleVision. "Ncne, except

that 1 have trouble convincing our administration that this program and_other

TV programs havp value." One teacher felt that the program on risks left the

students hanging. Finally., one teacher was less enthusiastic with the program

guring the second year. "The second year 1 used THINKAIJOUT it was less

effective--mostly because it was not (the) first time-with me as the'teacher,

so...less enthusiasm, less association, less effective use of content. Next .

flear I plan on using some other program, just for variety. I will be teaching
a

the- skills approached,by TH1NKAWUT, but in a difterent way."

Over half of the teachers took the time to write down some of their own
o

comment:- All oL the comments were very poSitive except to one teacher who

felt, the questionnaire was too,long. .A random sample of five of the comments

are given below.

,The examples were of daily experience that ...a chile might experience.'

Good program for teaching kids to organize thoughts and days.

- I feel your program has beema gooa,motivator in class discussions.
My ;students have been' able to identify with:the actors and actresses
on your program.
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- I wish therewere about six more programs so that THINKABOUT would

continue until June.

- I really hope the prolam will continue.

Teacher In-service

Not a large number of teachers were interesteo in.a THINKABOUT in-service

or 4athering of teachers. Only 29% of the teaohers said. they would be

, .

interested in meeting with other teachers who use THINKABOUT from their area,

and 38% said they would like to have an in-service on THINKABOUT. Of the

comments written by tne teachers about what could be done to help them more

effectively implement THINKABOUT, provide more tiWe was given'the most

.frequently, six of th9 24 comments. Three of theteachers asked for an

in-service and two suggested activities for each program. Other suggestions

included having more' information on the programs, having morT student

materials, and having duplicating masters. One teacher would like to have new

programs each year,, or at. ±east to have two sets thatcould be shown on

alternate years. Of the eight responses to what would be a good time eb have

an in-service, most mentioned a time"directly following school or on

in- service days.

Student. Perceptions*

Problem olviny, as for the teachers, was perceived by the students as the

area where 9'H1NKAHOUT had been the most help. However, on the questionnaire

completed by 29 students, students dfstinOished between THINKABOUT nelp,ing

them with the process of solving problems and solving groblems on their own.

(Over three-quarters of the stddents agreed or strongly agreed that THINKABOUT,

helps them to see more than one way to solve a problem, 'come up with new

U
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ideas, and learn-better ways-to solve problems. .Wherdts when asked if ,

THINKABOUT has shown them liow tdsolve problems on their own, less than half

of the students agreed. Mist students also didZ-e---aireethat THINKA13OUT

helped them to say better ghat they wanted to say.

Most students 'liked TH(NKABOUT very much. Less than one-quarter of t'he

4111

.*students qer't either. indecisive or negative towards the saries. The most

popular programs of the students were programs 58 ("There's Always a4Riskl:),

`N.

("Brainstorming"). These are mz.ny of those liked the best by teacherS% The

.least populur program!, of Lhe students were programs 36 ("Where Do You Fina

TheMPrj, 5 ("Estimating"), 60 ("Plan a City of the Future") 33 ("Plan Aheaa"W'--

and 51 ("Planvingpa Presentation"). As with the teachers, a large number of

4

programs were selected at least by a few students as either the ones'most

.liked or the one least liked.

Group Response Analyses on Four Problems

The responses to the four interview. problems were .analyzed to identity .

diftctcncen heiween 1 HINKABOU9' 1,tuu6nts (users) and -nOn=THINKABOUT

e0"

students(uon- users) on three 01 the four qualities of problem'sokvers and

indepenaent learners--reasoning syftematically, management c.4 own learning,

and flexible thinking. Evidence of the fourth quality, effective expression,

was sought in the analysis of the group protocols rather than in the

e

responses. The scores of the responses on the four problems frnach class,'

users and non-'user are. given in Tables 4 through 17., TableS2-and 3 show

the average time spent by the groups from each class solitidb the problems.

.4-
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The amount of time speht by the groups solving the problems indicates that

students were interested in the problems and that the problems were pot

trivial tor them (Tables 2 and 3). However, none ot the groups spent ail of

the 60 minutcc,that as allocated to work on the problems. {ihe time spent

ranyi from 4-6 minutes on problem 1, from 4-8 minute cfn prof:Diet 2, from

18-23 minutes on problem 3, and trom 11-15 hijutes on,problem 4.

Most of `the groups of students, users and non-users, had' difficulty makiny,

inference:, anu drawing conclusions, both facet's of reasoning sstematica.1.1'2.,

On problem 1 (Tables 4 and 5) students generally understood the conditions of

the P)ublem and tried,sOme means of solvii ,the_probiem, such as drawing a

figure and tiial and eiror.- The students did have more difficulty in drawing

.
all appropriate 'conclusion or giving an appripriate ribason. On problem 2,

students h d difficulty analyzing the similarities and differences between two

situations and then king a conclusion. All'classes scored _Low on problem

2. The sco es were nab.vonsistent enough between u ers,and non-users on

problenil,and 2 say that there were anydifterences betweeri.the two groups

in their means of solving the problems and in:their 'bility to make inferences.

co.

t

r""
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Tab 11 2 .

Average Minutes Spent on Problems by Class
Grade 5

\1/4

Problem
THINKABOUT Classes Non-THINKABOUTClass

115° 215 Grade
Mean

315

1

2

3
,.,

4

Total

7
4

.

4

7

19

13

43

5

4

20

15

44

4.5

- 5.5

19.5

14.0
44

6

8

22

14

'50

4

4.,

, 43.5 .

9
Table 3

Average Minutes Spent on Problems by Class

Grade 6

Problem
THINKABOUT Classes Non - THINKABOUT Class

126 136 226 235/6 , . Grade
Mean

.326

sr

1

2 °

7

11-

6

4

' 6

5 ,

6

, 5

6.25

6.25,

l'7,

.

5

-4

os,

3 21 21 , 18 20: 20.75\
...---.9.

, 16
4

4 ll 8 14 15.. 12.00 12
.1$`

Total sq 39 43 ,49 45.25 \ 37

I

alb
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Table 4
Mean Class Scores on Problems 1 and 2 for likade 5

Problem
THINKABOUT Classes

115 215 Grade
Mean

Non-THINKABOUT Class
315

.Problem 1 5.67 '9.33 7.50 8.33
.

(10 possible) Is

. .

Problem 2 . 1.00 .67 .83 .33
. -

(3 possible)

Table 5
Mean Class Scares on Problems 1 and 2 fdr Grade 6

417.
f

Problem
THINKABOUT Classes Non-THINKABOUT Class

126 lb.. 136 226 235/6 Grade
Mean

326/

Problem 1

(10 possible)

Problem 2

7.67

1,00

' 8.67

.67

7.33

0.00

7.67

,.33

'7.83 .

.50

5.33

1.00

(3 possible)

J4
a

Slight differences were noted between user and non-user classes on facets of

managing their own learning. On prOblem`3, some sixth grade Users Sequenced their

4 responses in planning for a school radio,station, whereas none of the groups of

sixth grade non -users did (Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9). On probleml, page 4,..the user

groups gave as ny or more strategic responses.than did the non-user group (Tables

14 and 45). Strategic responses reflect the overall planning, systematic appproach,

and orqaniation of a task into manageable parts. fthis is contrasted with the

second type of responses, tactical, which are concerned with specific details of a

project.

vLJ
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Tab

Class Scores on Variabf s for Problem 3, Page L.
Gra p 5

Variable,

115

Tactical 22

Strategic 6

Scope & dimension 1

(3 possible)

THINKABOUT C asses Non-THINKABOUTlass
245

8

2

Information 1 0

(3 possible)

Resources & equipment 3 3

(3 possible)

Sequerice of steps

(3 possible).

1 o

Grade
Mean

31,

15.0 13

5.0 8
1

1.5 2

14

3.0 2

.5 0

Table 7

Class Scores on Variables for
Grade 6.

Prpiblem 3, Page 1

Variable
126,

Tactical 4

Strategic .,

Scope & dimension

9

3

(3 pod(siblel

Information 2

(3' possible)

Resourcei &
equipment 0

(3 possible) k

THINKABOUT Class s Non-THINKABOUT Class
136 2a6 235/. Grade 326

Mean

0

Sequence of steps 1 '0.

3 ssible

4

9

3

2

2 0

6.50

6.75 3

3.75

2.00 2

be

.50 1.

4

.75 'A 0
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Table 8

Class Scores on Variables fot Problem 3, Page,2 .

Grade 5

Variable THINKABOUT Classes Non-THINKABOUT Classes,
115 215 Grade

,Mean

315

Ql Informablion

(15possible)

Ql Equipment
(154rtssiblO

Q2

(15

Q3
(15

Q3

Resourcqs
possible)

becision steps
possible)

Sequence'

13

0

0

10

3.5 4

11.5

8 8.0

0 0.0 5

0

7

. 0.0
sti

A

1

!la

Table 9

Claps Scores on Variables for Problem 3, Page 2
grade 6

Variabls

44'

THINKABOUT Classes Non-THINKABOUT
126 136 226 235/6 Grade

Mean

. -326

Q1 Information
(r5 possible) 4

Ql Equipment

(615 possible)'

Q2 Resources.
(15 possible)

Q3 Decision steps
(ltpossible)

Q3 Sequence

vis

4

1

5

,

7.

1

4

9

9

s

7

1

'

7

8
. .

14

2

1

7

10

9

2

A
5.50

.

5.25

9.50 gr

6.25

1.25

7

16,9

7
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.Th diffel'encet between user and non-user groups on these variables were

particularly noticeable for the *ograde 5 groups (Table 14), where the user croup'

gave.many more strategical responses. Another indication suggesting that the
,

,

ppidents from user classes, might be better able to manage their own learning. was

the nUmber,of responses of working harder on problei 4, page 5. Students were

confronted with Jim's Problem of suddenly finding out that the science fair

deadline was sooner than he was told, and they were to generate ideas of what Jim

could do. At least one or more groups from each user class gave a response about

working harder (Tables 16 and 17). Only one-group from all of the tix'non-user

grOps, tVio classes, gave such a response. The moat frvequent response of the

,

non-user classes was to reduce the scope of the project in some way.

Although there Was some evidence that the THINKABOUT classes gave more

strategic responses than the nod-THINKABOUT classes, the evidence was not without

some_questions.,,,,On problem 3, the fifth grade non-user class gave more strategic

P
responses ran.did either of the user fifth grade classes (Table 6), and more than

two of the user sixth grade classes. Problem 3 is more Opeii ended and defictt a

situation that is,not as realistic as problem 4. More creativity is required for

problem 3. One possible explanation is that TflINKABOUT groups may be better able-
, 4

to plan and be systematic.in a more structured and realistic situation than in a

more open -ended situation:

.
. . .

, .
,

The THINKABOUT classes showed more flexible thinking on problem 4, page 3, than

did theAn-.THINKABOU T classes. On this page,groups were asked to list sources of
,, , ,

.
.

inf9rmation for finding out when the fair deadline, is and where to get information
) , .

on spacecrafts. THINKABOUT groups at bothigrade levels gave more other .ideas such

at asking a scientist or -writing to NASA to get information about spacecrafts than

did the non-THINKABOUT 'group; (Tables 12 and 13). On this quedtion THINKABOUT
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groups gave more of a'variety of responses. Contrasting this with the creativity

shown by the fifth grade:non-THINKABOUT class on problem 3, the THINKABO7 classes

showed more of a breadth in.rgsponding to problem 4, page 3, whereas the fifth

grade non=THINKABOUT class on problem 3 showed more depth.

r
The group responses on the four prOblems point to some possible differnclir

between the THINKABOUT classes and the non-THINKABOUT classes. The differences

suggest that the THINKABOUT students ma be more adept in managing their ()vim

rearning.because of evidence of sequencing steps, liSting strategic responl4s to a

realistic situation, and working harder when faced with a time constraint.

THINKABOUT classes also showed a little more flexible thinking in identifyi ng a

variety la sources of information. The differences were not alwamclear-c t,

particularly since in a more open-ended situation groups from one non-THINKABOUT'

class listed more planning, strategic responses than did most of the THINKABOUT

groups. All, groups from both types of classes had difficulty making-infere ces.

.Table 10

Class Scores on Variables for Ptoblem 4, Page 2
Time Deadline and People to Help

Grade 5
J

%

Variable
115

THINKABOUT Classgs Non-THINKABOUT C
215 " Grade 315

Mean

asses

Deadline, time 2 1;,

People to help 0 2

1.5

1.0

1

1

4 2 - .41
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Table 11

Class Scores on Variables for Problem 4, Page
Time Deadline and People to Help

Grade 6

a

0

Variable THINKABOUT Classes - Non-THINKABOUT Classes
126 136 226 235/6 Grade 326

Mean

0
Deadline, time 0 1 2 1.00 1

People to help 1 0 2 0 .75 2

Table 12
Class Scores on Variables for Problem 4, Page 3

Information Fair Deadline and Information on Spacecrafts
Grade 5

Variable THINKABOUT Classes 'Non-THINKABOUT Classes
115 215 Grade

Mean

315

Fair Deadline,

School staff
,,

2 2 2.0 2

Parents, relatives 0 0 . 0.0 0

Friendd, classmates 0 2 .o 3

Fair staff 2 2' 2.0 0

Media 3 1
_, .

2.0
6

2 .

Spacecraft Informa tion

Schdol staff 0 0 0.0 0
. ,

Parents, \relatives,' 0 0 0.0 0

Friends, classmates 0 0 0.6

IN

Printed material 3 3 3.0 4

Other ideas a 3 . 4 3.5 2

..

9
410
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, . .

1 " ., Table 13

Class Scores on Variables for Problem 4, Page 3
Information pn Fair Deadline and Information' Spacecrafts

- ,, Grade 6

Variable ThinkAbout Non=THINKABOUT Class

126 136 226' 235/6. Grade

Mean
326

Fair Deadline,

School staff 0 1 2 4 1.75 0

Parents, relatives. 0 0 0 0 0.00 . 0

-Friends, classmates 0 0 , 1 1 .50 .2
R

Fair staff 3 1 f 0 0 2.00

Media 2 2
.

1.25 1'
Spacecraft Information

School staff 0 0. 0 1 .25 0

Parents, relatives 0 . 0 "0 '1 .25 0

.

-...

-

Friends, classmates 0 , , 0 0 0,00 0
0-

Pria4material 3 3 . 4 6 4.00 4

, .

.
.

Other ideas
t; . 3 4 41. 2 2.50 0 a

...,

r. h

4

t.
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Table lA

Class Scores on Variables for- Problem 4, Page 4
Steps in Jimq Plan

_ Grade 5

Variable THINKABOUT Classes Non-THINKABOUT Class
115 21.5 Grade 3#5

*Mean
Strategic Variables

Scope, dimension

Information, advice

2

'1

3

0.

2.5

.5

2

Assemble resources 4 4. _4.0

Global statements , 2 3 25

- Subtotal 9 10 9.5 4

Tactical. Variables
5'

Construction 1 1.0

'
Painting 4 3 3.5 3

Other. ideas 2 3

Subtotal 7' 7A 7.0 11

Order

Order 3 3 3.0

*.
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Table 15
Class Scores on Vardables for Problem 4, Page 4

Steps in Jim's Plan
Grade 6

Variable
.4ft THINKABOUT Classes Non-THINKABOUT Class

126 136 -224 235/6 Grade
Mean

326

Strategic Variables

Scope, hlnension
.

3 3 4

i t.

3.50 3

Information, advice 0 1 0 0 .25 0

Asseible resources , 3r 2 4 ''3 . 3.00 2

.Globil statements
" .

3 /1 1 1.75. 3

Subtotal 9' . 9 8 8 8.56 8

Tactical Vaijablep" -
..

2.Construction. 2 4 6 .3.50 2

Painting 21
z

. 2 2, :3 2,25 2

Othe6deas 1 2 1 1.50 2

Subtotal .d5 é 10 7.25 . 6

Order

0/ Order

3 3
`.
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A Table 16
Class Scores on Variables for Problem 4, Page 5

Meet Approaching Deadline
Grade 5

Variable THINKAB6UT Classes Nob-THINKABOUT Class
115 215 ; Grade,

Mean
315

Work harder- 3 2 2.5
.

1

Give up 1 0 .5
.

1

Stop & salvage 0 0 0.0 6' 0,

scope 3 2 2.5 . .7

,°

(Reduce

, 43

'Postpone deadline 0 0 0.0 0

Gethelp 2 2 , ' 2.0

Other ideas ' 0 0 0.0

Total 9 6 7.5 6. 10

Table 17
Cla'ss Scores on Variables for Problem 4, Page 5

Meet Approaching Deadline
Grade 6'

S.

Variable THINKABOUTClaSses
126 136 . 226 235/6

6

Work harder 1 3 1

Give up 0 0 0 0

Stop tA salvage 0 0 0

Reduce scope 0 7 1 .9

IPostTone deadline- 0 ---0 / -0

Get help 1 3 . 1

Other ideas t 0 1 1. 0

Total 2 13 7 11

Non-THINKABOUT Class
Grade 326. ,

Mean

1.75

0.00 0

0.00

4.25

11-00

1,75

', .50

'8.25

-0

7

. 4r



Protocol Analysis
I)

Transcripts made of the groups' discussions as they worked on the four problems

were analyzed by identifying processes and procedures used by each group that would

fit under any of the four general characteristics of an independent learner--group

interaction, management of own learning, reasoning systematically, and flexible

thinking. Each transcript was read and examples of the processes noted. Then the

processes found to be used by all of the three groups from one class were labeled as

common processes for the, class. These were assumed to be characteristics of the

class and to be partially thl result of a common experience, such as Viewigg'i

THINKABOUT.

The most apparent difference was that the groups froM the THINKABOUT classes more
,

freely expressed their ideas to the groups and engaged in a dialogue than did the

groups froM the nort-THINKABOUT Allasses4 In'the THINKABOUT groups, students would

occasionally aAk questions of'the !group, discuss the ideas given by another member. of
. ,

the group (particularly sixth graders); and occasionally' offer some form ogtevaluation

'Nef the ideas. This happened very infrecidentl in the non-,THINKABOUT groups where'

there was little discussion anchthe work was either done as individuals or by only

two or three group members.

To.illustrafe the di ferenceg..in the type of discussions that occurred in many

THINKABOUT group5 and in nearly all mon-THINKABOUT groups, parts of'the protoccgs of

all ofthe non-THINKABOUT.groups and one randomly selected THINKABOUT group from each.

4 - fa . .

grade level are given" as Figures. 1 -4'. The guptionproblem 4, page 3,, questior0--
0 . "',

'asks the, group to give -ideas about how Jim, might find out more about actual spacecraft

8
so his model will look'real. The responses of the non-THINKABOU groups,_Figures 1 wm ..

44 . V," ' -. .
0

- and 2,t, are short, 'Jack-
variety, and were generated generally byorkiy one or two of\

. the students.' The protocols of the two THINKABOUT groUps, Figures,3 and 4, are much
* . .

.longer in length than any of the non-THINKABOUT-protocols, and show interactions
. . - .

. . _

between the group members that was not apparent in the non-tHINKABOUT,groups.
. ,

.

.
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315 G1 "Go get a book."

"Science book or else encyclopedia."
e

315 G2 "Books, designs"

'rook in books."
"U.S.A."

"Designs"

"Oh, you mean the designs on the outside of the
rocket spacecraft."
!Yeah."

*
"Pictures" .

"Looking at the outside Of a rocket. They have
..114

to know what they should put down."

315 G3 "Look in the encyclopedia or get a book."
"Yeah, book or encyclopedia."

4
II

. ,..or even look at a model that he° has of one of
his friends has."

. Figure 1. -Protocols of grade 5 students from

....,non-THIVABOUT.class 315 responding tq problem 4, page 3,
question 2. GI, 2,.and 3 designates group.

,

326 Gl "Look up in'encyclopedia:'"

1,.use as one person writes the answer.

Another gtudent reads what was written
44rap.goes on.

326 G2 "Gets some, books, 4lece boOks."
"Pause
"How to spell?"
"How to spell?"
"Close enough"

,326 G3 "Look up.rockets-in encyclopedia." (stude;t: 1),
"That's all 1 can think of." (student 2), '

"Or else you can go to a museum." (student 1)
A "What if it's, a 'few hundred miles away?"

. (student 2)
1

"Yeah, .that's enough." (student 1)

and then

Figure-2.--Protoaols of _grade O etudents'fromL
_

°, non-THINKABOUT class 326 responding tp problem 4, page 3,
question Gl, 2, and 3 designates group.

V

r

C

S

a
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.. Figure Pro tool; of ,,o,nresgpup of., gra 5 s,tudelitS .frb,m.,.

. THINKABO Class. 115. itiOnding, 6:1 ,pro 4.,;pdge .3,

guegtion 'G3 designat'es gFoupt ',:p.,,

.r r s'
=. c---:,"4,-I'

115 G3 "Ilm...ask."

"In a science book."
"No, read a lot of books."
"Yeah."

-44- a

"We can have several answers....read books."
"Wait...wait...hm."
don't put it down."
"No, wait."
"The books"
"...do research."
"That's books, ok...ask people."
"Go to actual site, you know, I mean of the

' rocket:"

"Ask Sharon."
"Oh yes. Where would we go aroupd he.e ?"

"I, want to say some 'ng. I wantto go to New
York and see..
"Yeah."

"Hey"

"If so has a rocketship, ask them."

"Ask ao, astronaut. I didn't say to ask people or

anyttring."

"Wh.it

all."

0

;
a,

4

0

6

1

4\

-3



226 G1 "Whee would we find out information to make a
look real... the encyclopedia:"
"Encyclopedia."
"They have lots of sppceibips.r
"Go to..." olf

"How do you spell it?",

"He could goto a hobby shop."
"They launch one every month."
"If you look in science fiction books they have a
lot..."
"Yeah" .

"...pictures."
,!'liqgerencebboks."

"Well, science fiction they have'lots of
spaceships and-things.qmpeorge, don't worry,
About it."
"Spaceship book."

Well, that's science fiction."
"He can loolt in the-boo Cosmos! CospqA.A.1-

"Well, that's probably..."
"That's a science fiction book."
"Well, that's probably enough."
"That shows spaceships that shows three or four."

Figure 4. Protocol of one group of grade 6 students from
THINKASOUT class-226 responding to problem 4, page 3,
qestion 2. G1 designatessktil.

1,

017

L.`
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Manycqepking skills and processes are associated with the management of one's

owp learning. For indication of this quality of independent learners, evidence was
I

sought of planning, gathering and generating information, transforming information .

into another form, questionilkg,,enthesizing information, drawing conclusions,

evaluating information, perseverance, and redirection to the task at hand. All of

. the thirteen thinking; skills presented in THINKABOUT are related in one way or the

other with management of learning.

Few differences were observed in the protocols that would support the fact that

the THINKABOUT classes could manage their own learning better than the non-THINKABOUT

classes. Many ofthecharacteristics were rarely observed in any groups such as

checking, redire plg'thgroup, perseverance, listing alternatives, varying

conditions to a problem, and restating a problem using their own words.. Other
cii'

characteristics were observed as frequently in non-THINKABOUT groups as in THINKABOUT

.

groups such as considering a plan, seeking informatiQn from peOple using surveys or
0

4'

,
-

-

.114
polls, considering an analogots situation, ,making inferences, and reshaping

. .

"--4.

information by using diagrams. 4
. . , .

The one difference that could characterize more of the THINKABOUT groups than the

non-THINKABOUT groups was the clarification of ideas or building upon the idea given

by another member of the g oup. 04y one of the six non-THINKABOUT groups wass.,
observed doing this, whereas early a half of the THINKABOUT groups were observed

s e

clarifying, noting errors, or ommpting on the ideas of others. Frequently,, the N.

.... t

comment would be prefaced witn "Yeah, but..." In contrast, t e_nOn-THINKABOUT groups

(St,

4
..4N... 0 .

usually acce dIttleas as they were given without discussion or advanceMent; Figures
.4, .r

5, 6,"arla 7 provide examples of groups builaing uponideas of one member. Figures 5
.

. . a.

. a - I ,,
a

...

and 6 are protocolsAof THINKABOUT groups. Figure 7 gives a protocol from a non-THINK- 6.
. = 6

J '

' ABOUT group that illustrates one of the rare times that one of these groups built upori. ...,

,.'
, . ,

. -.

ideas of others. in. the group. Building upon ideas of others jn the group' was observed
6..z .

,,
-

only on an occasion in any group, 'Dirt almost never in the non-THINKABOUT grpups.
,

4
Ats
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215 Gl- Deciding on what should be broadcast:
"...educailbnal stuff."
"You're learning something."

"You could listen to educational stuff and music."
"But you are already at school learning
educational stuff."

,

"%Cat's the use of. learning it on the radio?"-
pause

"You probably..."

"Something that's going on around the school."
0"Yes, you want to have saeone.talking about

what's going on...and say like...eh.is week we
have the basketball team.-.."

"Yeah, you could tell the sports."

Figure 5. Protocol of one fifth grade THINKABOUT group, (
215 Cl, for problem-3, page 1, showing one member building
on the ideas of another member.

126 G1 Deciding. how to plan for a radio statron:
"HoNPabout news?"

"Think about what they do on a radio."
"Can't do this.,',Have to have what people li.ke."
"Hdve to plan outj what is educatioh, like, what
they have on TRADE-OFFS."

"They have to decide what programs are to be 411,

aired. So let's just think ofsome."
"Education, news, or weat!ibr...what else can we
do?"

a "You are not answering the question. It says
what you'would do to plan."

""To plan go around toask people questions.
That's how you would get started."
"How would you go about doing it?"
"Oh, I get it."

"How about taking a survey?"

Figure 6. Protocol of one sixth grade THINKABOUT group4,
126 Cl, for problem 3, page 1, showing how one student
notes misdirection of,.:group.

326 G1 Things_to:krkow in order to set up a plan:
"He,would, need someone else because probably
oesn't have enough time to build ithimself."
"Haveto 4,k someone."
1.'Lil&lirs daddy."

"I doubt if his mom will help."
"Maybe he wouldn't have a dad?",..
"Get someone elSe." i

, ,,,

Figure 7. Protocol of one sixth grade non-THIINKABOUT

group, 326 Cl, for problem 41^1-Dage Z; showing Ilow on; .

student builds upon ideas of another:

A

t

A.;

4

fi
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The charaeteristics for systematic rea pi that ware sought in the protocols

were planning, using criteria, noticing details; judging information, making

'inferences, considering alternatives, searching for patterns, noting the conditions

of the problem, and evaluating re sponses. As wi,th managing their own learning,.

these characteriStics are included in the set of the thiteen thinking skills of

the series.

Very few differences in systematic reasoning' were obsesved_in the protocols of

the INKABOUt and non-THINKABOatclasses.u' frodboth types of classes
. . -

considered forms of planning, considered criteria, and noted conditions of the

problem. SoMe of the criteria that were suggested to be usedyere teachkrs!

opinions,,time resigaints, and student opinions. GroupS from both THINKABOUT and

.

..
,,

non-THINKABOUT classes mis interpreted problems and had difficulty reaching a

cbnclusion. Almost none' of the groups looked for alternatives or evaluated

information.

No differences were found between THINKABOUT and non-THINKABOUrclasses in

beginnin, work on problems w4th general ideas rather'than with specific details.

?

Bartl.of.readoning systeMatically'is haling a general outline or an idka'of what
0

direction woul0 be most helpful. In starting problem 3, planning for a radio -40000

station,,50% ofTHINKABOUT groups as wellies 50% of-the non-THINKABOoT groups began;
-..

by listing specific ideas such as types of programs or types of equipment.. The

other half of the groups began,by talking abaft steps in4lanning. As the groups

responded to the questions, a third of them gave specific-details that could bd.

cooconsidered in planning, such as the nef for a means to get Jim%s spacecraft tothe.
I --

fair (problem 4) orscbbduling.programs for kindergarten children on the radio

station. Thus, aiffelent groups of students were more'Aystematic in their reasoning
441011,4

, .

and procedures to solve the problems than other groups,.but the mere systematic

groups were not just restricted to THINKABOUT classes.
'

te'
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The mairrcharacteristics,9f thinking flexibly that were sought were the

consideration of alternatives:the generation of ideas ,(brainstorming)', and'the use

of crikeria. No characteristics were observed in ,the protocols that would indicate

that THINKABOUT classes thought more flexibly than the non-THINKABOUT classes.

Very rarely did any groups consider alternatives. The non- THINKABOUT groups used .
.

>- _A,'
-

..

Criteria oerated some form of a,criteria im the same proportion as-ihe THINKABOUT
. .

,

.
.

group. Only one group, a THINKABOUT group, specifically used the word criteria.,

.' .

Most groupsgenerated responses as they pig to mind, but rarely did the groups
'

. ..
"

complete the brainstorming process by going back and selecting,the most appropriate

responses. Three groups, all am THINKABOUT cla*

eP

es, did use A form of

brainstorming. One of these began by suggesting brainstdrming as one.way to help

.

pan for the radio station, problem 3. these same groups were observed using

characteristics of thinking flexibly, but these were isolated cases and difficult

I

to relate to', ust the, use of THINKABOUT.
aok

4

Student and.Teacher Discussion

Information from the teachers regarding how they used aHINKA6.00T heipsto

better, understand what students reported about THINKABOUT. THINKABOUT was, used in

a variety of ways by the six teachers whose students were interviewed. The average,,

claSsroomainutes spent on activities related to THINKABOUT by the, six teachers are

listed in Table 18. The teachers varied in their use of previewing activities

k

(0-2d minutes), following discussion (0-20 minutes),, and related aSsignmerAs (b-60

minutes). One teacher, class 215-, only used THINKABOUT once a week.becaUse

scheduling made( it IMPpssible to` view the programs broadcast on Monday. Bven

6 though students°from these'Six classes.all had viewed THINKABOUT, there was a large
.

.

. .

. i
.

. , ,

diversity, among' Ehe classes.,in the instructional experience that students received
4i.4.i.k,

, regardi* tooth time-spent and activities perfoemed.
. . ..,

''
:

la.

4

*J

.d
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Table 18
Tithe Spent on ActivitieS Related to THINKABOUT
by Teachers Whose Students Were Interviewed

.

,

, .

Clasg Average Minutes per Week q /THINRAJBOUT

Amber Prt ' tlitrollipg , Post Discussion Assi9hments , Activites Useu

f I

1-5 10 30 20 ° 0- 1. Research on rabies
2. Spot ads over intercom

2 \

. 1. y
215; 20 15 15 15 1, Developing colonies

2. Letter writing

.
I

.

.

126. .5 30 5 40 1. Speeches (fang.' arts)
. 2. Research project's

Y (social studi)

226 6 10' 30

° 136 30

2356

0 10 1. Made A time capsIe

15 15' 1.-Reporting.

2. Research
3. Problem solving

.,-

. .

9 60 1. Citizenship' decision
making (Addison
(Wesley) \

The difference in hbw THINKABOUT,was used by the six teachers reflects the

purpo that lh*tachers haa'io'r using TIUNKABOUT. Five ot) the teachers used

THINKABOUT as enrichment for the ttaditional curriculum. Three'of the teadhers

(215, 126, and 136) used THINKABOUT with a combination of content areas and two

(115 andi226) viewed the series more as a subject matter in itself. One teacher

(211/6) used THINKABOUT in conjunction with a deciion-making cuericulum. The

teachers' reasons for using,THINKABOUT varied f.rom?helping students to think--to be
s

able
1

to think, ana organize (226) and to develop independent thinking ana prole

solving techniques (2'1)--thelping students with content-related skilli---for more

visual enrichment; of the conoepts of language arts and social Studies (126) ana

7

to
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develop study skills (136)--to helping students increase their decision- makiny

shills(235/6).

The ratinyL of thesixteacheis on the success of TfilNKABOUT anu reportiny

positive experiences varied some from the ratings of the larger 'group of teacher

.Nro'

who completed the queL,:.ionnaire. The latter yroup rated the suc.:ess of ThlNK/d)oUT

b4igher on strengthening theNabilities of thknkiny flexibly tollowea by effectively

expr(thj tmemLelves, relioniny systematically, anu then manayiny the own

learliny (p: 78) . The six teachers telt THINKABOUT was/more successful in

.listrelytheniny their stiwents' ability to. etPebtively exprtss themseives, totloweu

by r-asoning systematically. Some of the positive experiences of the six teachers

111 w,lny THINKAbOUT are

e ayerness to watch the program and aiscussions that reterrea back to
programs (115) .

A

- Observation of an iocreased awareness of the neea\to think (215).
- Enjoyment of viewing THINKABOUT (126).
- students are more Oryanizea, plan time better, anu are more in(4epenaent

(226). 4

- tlettet class participation (136).
Solving playground problems in. the classroom by wonkiny ogether (235/6) .

Thu L, the information collficteu,trom the six, teachers indicates that the' groups ol

vet
stud.ntn who were Inturviewed,had different instiuctional expcelences tram using °

TH4q401130UT, depending upon their class. Also, the stuaent outcomes that were

obl;erved b the leacher varied 1 rum class to class.

The diversity_ (A the anstruclional experiences among the classes helps to put
O

o

iu pel pevlive the cdmmedt!, mode Ili lh rd.uacht!: after completiny,th. tour problews.

beside:, the time Spent viewing thtr'proyra-ms, classes dittereu yeea1ly in car 'ties

that were related to*THINKAbOUT.
,

cut: cJnsisterit comment about.THIWKABOOT made by stuaentsl.rom all 'cdcisbeS waS

4

000
tbal%they liked the "series. C:oMmeAts like "neat," "pretty cool," "I love It';"

"pretty yowl," "1 'like it d lot," and "really yoou show" were tiequehlly given by

,"

J

lo



the students when asked what they thought about THINgABOUT. Students particularly

'liked the use GIa kids in the series rather than, adults: "The -kids are about our

age so- (they) probably (do) something Iike-we would do." The realism off the

.

situations depicted was greatly appreciated: ",It showed you how to deal with
°

problems, not from someone saying ok,you were caught in a storm, this is what you

would do. They act eut in frdnt of you-problems that you could really do." The

desire,. for realism was one reason one group of students did not like program 60,

"Plan A City of the Future." This program was not realistic because "not very man

kids build a city." Studenes liked programs where the ending was'leet for them to

provide. The three continuous programs (57, 58, and -59) were very popular because

they Were longer and included more information. Students also liked,THINKABOUT

because they felt they learne0 something from the series, "it was educational."

Students easily and accurately recalled the stories of many bf the programs,

which indicated interest in the programp and'some recall of-facts. Filkquently when

talking about TRINKAAPUT, students'mentioned the °story from a program or a phrase

!.tiRa4 described the story. Programs recalled this way include theairplane crash

(programs 57,''58, and 59), the moose program (program 42, "Maps and Models"i, and

the poindogram (program 27, "Nature's Patterns").

The ability of students to understand-the intended meaning the programs 'and

to apply ideas from the programs when solving problems was not as'apparent. For
,4

example, one group of s nts from class '&4.- was asked what the pond program

. .

showed. Their response was, "Not to put a salt block by a'pond or a river." When
7

. 4 . .

.,quest \oned further, one student responded, "I think it was something gbbdtwproblems.
i,

(--7:.'

They were investigatingiY, and kept studying what it wads all about." The program
,

tells-pfoutliz! .bSusan ander'cousin,_Howard, discover the reason why., pond's life
V 6,

co

-

cycle was disturbed: because rainNould wash -salt from a block of, salt in a nearby
-
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pasture into the pond. The program is from the "'Riming Patterns" cluster. The

main teaching points are that changes in nature's patterns may be a clue to a

_.

problem, patterns are recogRized thy, making observations an performing experiments,

'and experimentation is a way of collecting information to answer specific

questions. Students req4.1Aed the story of the program but did not give any

:indication that they reMemb a the main teaching points ...

Students from.,dillerent -sses reported doing different types of activities' In

their classes related to THINKABOUT. What'students recalled about a particular

thinkiay :kill or-how they applied the ideas irom'the program appeared to be

related to classroom discussionS2!and activities, in addition to viewing the

programs. Students from class 226 reporteddoing activities using brainstorming.

brie of the Le1,4.qi'oup:; of students who mentioned or performed a brainstorming

.

solving the interview problems was from this class. On the other

hand, students from this class generally reported the superficial meaning of the

stori fron some programs, such as the pond program. The teacher of thas class

reported spending no time discussifig programs (Table 18).

Students from class 115 regularly participated in discussions loilOWIny the
, /

programs as reported by the teacher (Table 18) and the students. Students from

this saw a relation hetweln the Lour interview problems and the THINKABOUT

programs that discuss planning. They reported that they used information from the

..programs in working on hobbles, doing social studies, and solving daily problems.

Students from class 134, which'also spent time disceissing.programs, reported

talking about criteria, what you can do if ydu do not have enough Information, and

how you el find out more frbm a bo&k than you thought was there. One student from

-this class comMented,tnat sometimes the whole math class,.45 mindtes, would be

spent talking about,a program. In class 126, there was little discussion of
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programs, but students reported that they used brainstorming and criteria in class

AC,,
activities and that these helped. What students recalled and reported appears to'

be related to class dicussions and related activities.' Students were able to

recall very, well the stories of the programs. When the ideas,were supported by

related activities, the students appeared to get more meaning and were better able

to apply the ideas.

Students did report applying ideas from the programs in school and in their

everyday lives. Students frqm class 115 divided the work among 'students assigned

to work together on a social studies project. Students from classes 126, 226, and

235/64used brainstorming: One class, 126, brainstormed to help generate rules. for

their class. Students from several Of the'classes used criteria but had different

conceptions of.what critera are. ,Students from class 115 interpreted using criteria

...,

as outlining. Students from class 126 thought that getting information was using
;

. . -

criteria. Students from class 136 gaye.as an example of talking about criteria

when you talk about hdW you can find the answer. Students from 235/6 resolved

.

.fights by using critera. Students from class 2,26 reported' organizing material or a

store, making time capsules, and considering punctuation in writing reports. The

program about patterns was used by student6 from clas 235/6 in studying the

murders of ch ldren in Atlanta( .
. .. ,

.
,

. .,:.i .
.

Only some of the grOups of students reported using ideas from THINKABOUT in
_ .

solving everyday probleMs. Students from class 115 gay.e as'examples decorat'i'ng a
,

room, resolving a conflict between practice for soccer and base6a411 both scheduled

at the same time, and coordinating with family members in order to be transported

to go skating. Students from class 136 reported.relating back to\prograMs and

using the way problems were solved in the programsvto solve everyday problems, "You

can jump back to what they did." Other students use ideas from THINKABOUT in

Go
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sorting ideas, to think about the best thing to do, and to meet deadlines: One

student only used THINKABOUT on occasion, "I only do'it when I yet into trouble."

Only a\few groups of students found any relationship between THINKABOUT

programs and solving the four interview problems. Students from class 215 made

general comments that they thought \they could have done a$ well if they had not

watched THINWUUT. The need for plahning, aiscusSed in ThINKAbOUT, was seen by

,students from class 115 to be needed in solving the problems. Students 'from class

126 hao not seen problems like the four problems before, but tnouyht that

brainstorming, using criteria, setting up diagrams, and organizing -information

helpeu in solving the problems. Other than these examples, yroups could not make'

direct connections between THINKABOUT and sewing tfie,intetview problems. 0

The stuuenls from the two classes which had not usea THINKABOUT tYad has some

experience with projects and solving Palems, but not to the same extent as the

THINKABOUT classes. The non-THINKABUUT students were more limited in experiences

related to problem solving. Student% from, class 315 had worked on projects and

reports using encyclopeddas. When they were interviewed, they were doing a project

on the human body requiring making diagrams of the human skeleton. The main

sources of information that yroups of students from this class consistently gave
.-

when asked what they,,would do when confrOnted with a problem they could not solve

a 7)

-hwere tne teacher, a grown uP,.and an encyclopedia. "I kick myself" was one
-..1

:. .
,

. .

student's response to what he would do to help think of an answer. Students. from
i:.,

class 326, the sikth grade non-Th1NKABOUT class, hau done some 'problem solvjny with

thg counselor. A group met with the counselor and students put problems into a

. '
box. Problems then were drawn from the box and solved by the yroup. btudents from

1

thi:, clasb bald that they ha ever seen problem:., like the ones they were given in

the interview. Math and s fence were areas that were given as scnool things that

O

to

'Co
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4 4

'14

,
. .

would help in solvin the problems. A dealer or library were.given as sources of

/ ' A,

in.
'7.
formation. One student from each grodpknew something about br,Ainstorming. .None

.

of the groups knew what criteria or'bIdckbusting meant. Alternatives for one group"

. .:: r .
were different people, different ways, or different sdldtions. Fr the discussion

r,

with the students from THINKABOUT classes and non-THINKABOUT classes, students had'

had different experiences and the differences became apparent as 6e students-

talked about What they would use toasolve problems.

0

4

o p

I

7 1,

A

4
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CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

'this study is mare hypothesis.generating than hypothesis testing, more

ethnographic than experimental, and more information collecting than issue

resolving. The main purpose of the study is to provide information that can be

used to make decisions about instructionalrgdAport for THINKABOUT in Wisconsin and

for futuredinstructional television series. '''Controlling factors bn the scope of.

the study were time, Money, available personnel, and willingness of teachers and,.

students to particiehte. Most of the data collection and'anallisis was done.by one J

o person with an occasional check ofreliability from another pgrson. The study *es-
,
.

. -

provide information-on how some Wisconsin teachers are using THINKABOUT and on how

THINKABOUT has.saffected some students." The validity of the conclusions of the

study are based on a detective model where/more credence is given tc2nformation
1

that is Subqtantiated by a variety of sources'and by its reasonableness.

The sources of\ihformation for this studi,were questionnaires completed bi,58

teacherS who were. using THINKABOUT during the N1980781 school year, questionnaires

%..,
,

completed by seven teachers who had used TfINKABOUT the previous year but were not ,..

.-

using the series during the 1980-8A school year, responses and protocols of 24'

gfoups of students solving fou' problems,'discudsions by these groups of students,

and questionnaires Of 29 students who had vi wed THINKABOUT during the 1980-81
.

.......

school year. The 24 groups of four student c came froieight classes, three

V . '4
groups from each class. Two of the classes had not viewV THINKABOUT. All of the

data was collected during. April and May 1981.

r

Descriptive statistics were. computed for the questionnaire items. Nine:'Of the

; -

teachers who completed questionnaires werekknyeiviewed by telvhdcie to validate

information from the questionnaire and to provide more detail. Each group of

;
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students who worked on the four problems was given a score or scores on'each of the

problems._ Class scores on each -problem were computed by taking the average scores,

of the three groups from tt
4

ass for problems. 1.and 2, and the sum Oft.scoresfor

each group on problems 3 4. Verbatim. transcripts d e made of the student

interaction while students solved the four problems. 'serprotoPols were analyzed

by identifying specific examples and evidence of the four general characteristics

of independent' learners emphasized in THINKABOUT--expressing themselves

effectively, managing their own learning, reasoning systematically, and thinking

flexibly. Processes used by all of the three groups

identified as a characteristic' a( the class.

rom the sameplass were

The

estimate

of the'percentage of-Wisconsin grade 5,and grade 6 teachers using

THINKABOU during the 1980 -81 school yea f is 26%. Most teachers -used THINKABOUT

because the series emphasizes reasoning, thinking, problem solving, and decision

making. The decision to use THINKABOUT was most frequently made by the teacher.
7

44

Two-thirds of the teachers used two programs a week. On the average, 18 minutes a

week were spent on acttiities related to,THINKABOUT in addition to time spent

' viewing the programs--six minutes in previewing activities and 12 minutes in

discussiocs.following the programs. Two-thirds of the teachers did some form of

V

previewing activities, and 88% engaged in some follow-up discussions. '44o-thirds

of the teachers-diti not _do any other in-class assignmAts related to THAKABOUT.

0

The ones that did do assignments mainly did'aCtivities from the teacher guide, used

by 703 of the teachers. Very few 0 the teachers mentioned any materials that they
\\

"had prepared to use along with THINKABOUT.'

J

'

Vb,

l

1



What are the etrects of TH1NKA13OUT on teachers,-students, anu instructional

Tearrers dnu.students who h..04iewed lliINKABOUT we\re very positive toward the

series. Nearly all ot-the teachers (97% `anu most of the students (75%) gave tne

series a positive rating. lhe groups or students who were intervieweu and woo redo.

u:,ed- 'NUM:MOUT positive experiences with the series. Their appreciation

of the seri-es came out in their eagerness to-discuss program:, anu to relay

experiences they had had that were related to THIN.KABOUT programs. leachers and

Auncill', liked some program:, better than others, but favorite program', were :,pread

over the 60 possible, ?ndicating the diversity of the programs in the series.

given for the appreciation or the series by-teachers were the nigh interest

leVel, of their students ip the series and the student learning, tnat took place from
. 4

*the progrim-S.

a

°rile eovidence is mixed on the errects or ThINKABOUT to strengtneh"tke Lour

qualities ul independent learner:, dnd problem solvers that the series was designed

to utvelop in yuuny iedtnerb. Tnere is some evidence that the use ot ThrNhriboUT is

reidted to students more effectively expiessing themselves. In solving the

=probions, tie Th1NhABoliT students were. much more-comtGrtabie in expresLing idea'

the ()coup and engaging in dialogue with other students than were the students
4s

had nut used ThiNKABOU1". Both groups, tkw six teachers 61 the students who were

intexviewed and the 58 teachers who completed the questionnaire, gave a dayh meda
p . A .

- e

latitoi .tu the :lucces., of THINKABOUT in strengthening the student" ability to

effectively express emselves
%

compared with ratings of4the other three abilities.
'4,

.
.

This impression o the teachers and the results of the interviews, along with tne

results _ot the A T impact study regardihg 'certain communications skills, provide
.

evidence that Using THINKA8OUT does relate to students being better able to

.
kJ



effectiv y express denselves. One.eaution in interpreting these results as :
, - 0

t

causal, is that teachers who are more interested in having tbeir"studentsexpres's

) .

themselves, lay choose to use THINKABOUT because the series supplements what they

lino is important. This is different from THINKABOUT being a prime cause of rnor'e
. . . . .

......---

effective communication. Information from this study does not-differentiate

between the t.wo cases. The data does-ind*ate that 88% of the teachers completing ,

the guystionnaire had students participate in discussions following the viewing of

I) I 0, 1 1111' No ird(hmatioh was,collected regarding the extent that students from the

non-THINKABOUT classes-participated in class discussions.- Even thOugh it is
J.

t

impossible to say that THINKABOUT is a cause of students'being.able to more
r

elfectively express themseltAthere appears to be a relationship between the ut-e
. ,

I,'
of tire; series and the ability.

i.
.

41,

THINKA1.;bUT students exhibited Some attributes that would help in managing their

own \earning that were not exhibited by most of the non- THINKABOUT students. In-
.

solving the four problems, THINKABOUT students would builu upon ideas given by
40

uthci members: 01 the group, clarify an idea giyen by another member, and evaluate,

ideas on occasion. Non-THINKABOUT students were rarely observed doing any of thse

actions. One outcome of clarifying ideas, building upon ideas, and evaluating is

thet the THINKABOUT students responded to problem 4 with more strategic resg67

responses related to planning, then did the non-THINKABOUT students., As airesult,

THINKABOUT students appeared more systematic and reflegtive, particularly when

, .

,solying a structured and realistic situation suci as planning a science project.
4 .

0 .1. '

.Another. indication of THINKABOUT students possibly being .able to manage their own
.,

learning better is their willingness to work harder onsa project htgrl cOnfrontea

with time constraints rather than just reducing bhe,,scope of the prb3 e t. how

-students apply what'was observed in the interview.iituation to taking charge of

S



,

4

ttreir own learning in.chool is questionable,, since teachers THINKABOUT Ene

least successful in strengthening their students' ability.to mandge.their own`

learning thin in stsengtheming any of the other three abilities, ThfNKABOUT
-r.

students did exhibit beneficial characteri.stics relfated to managing their on

leatimhy in the tQslricted T,iluation of solving the interviv problems that we're

II

.

.not cxhIbtled by the non-THINKABOUT gtudents. , J
,,f )

..1)t I I . f:ric ( :. W.t'l t' Illtt- ta.k.1 1 voci belwuull THINKABOUT :-,tud(, ill ,Sandi nutiTIIINgi,13UUT.

student!, in their ability to reason systematically:- All groups had difficulty in v

making in:erences and drawing conclusions. In other aspects, of reasoning

systematically, such as using a criteria orlmoting conditions of the'proNlem,

ditt.._,rencs were noted amony (groups, brit the differences were due to the particular

group ratner than to the-use of THINKABOUT. Nearly half of-the teachers wno

tesponded to the questionnaire reported some success of ThlNKABOUT in strengthening

their students' ability to reason systematically. Whatqver benefits to qsiny

TnINKA6OUT th,it teachtrl, obbetved reyardiny reasoning,systemaLicaliy, the benefits

_

wets not obsetved in the interviews.

bvidence tym the study indicates that THINKABOUT was related to more 11a741/bie

'thinking by students. \, The THINKABOUT students at both grades 5 and 6 liw stede4
1

greatLr variety of inlormation sources than did the non-TH1NKABOUT students on one

part of problem 4. Other differences were more noticeable at the fifth gr,ade level.

Tfte fifth grade THINKABOUT students had mo& breadth in their responses, adwariety

of different responses, whereas the non-THINKABQUT students had mope depth in their

re:.ponr;e1, a number -ot related responses. On a few isolated instances, groups wno

had viewtd TpINKABOU4)id some form of brainstorming and did mention'noting

criteria. I,onc O. the non-TH1NKABOUT stuuents used any of these techniques. Many.

teachers felt ThINKABOUT affected flexible thinking in their students, with nearly

w 7

ki 6

@ .
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50% of'the teachers rating the success of the ser,ie sitiveli, in strengthening.

. i..
this ability in their students.

4. .. >

Even'though THINKABOUT students did not all use techniques from the series to

help in their. t inking, the students were at least aware of the techniques, could

describe them, and could refer to them by name. Only a very few of the I
. '

non-THINKABOUT students knew about brainstorming and had difficulty in explainirig

the.technique. "None of the non-THINKABOUT'students knew the meaning of criteria or

blookbusting. Another factor related to students thihking more flexibly was the

4.1%r

use in, the classrbom of Skills related to flexible thinking. Those'THINKABOUT

students who, used brainstorming while solving the interview problems were the ones

who reported doing brainstorming in class in addition to viewing .THINKABOUT. The

results suggest 'that THINKABOUT provides the potential to help students think more

flexibay,which is realized through classroom and other support activities.

The relation of THINKABOUT to strengthening students' ability to be better

problem solvers and independent learners is corloborated by two source's: Nearl

half of the teachers whorresponded to the questilaire.feilt that THINKABO had

some success in' strengthening theSt abilities. The series was felt t-O be

successful in strengthening problem solving by more teachers than, in strengthening

independent learning, 52% corl:tared
.
to 43%. t{ost 'Of the other teachers were.neutral

toward,THINKABOUT%s success irhese areas. Another indication of teachers'
..

,.
,. ,

impress.ion that THINKABOUT has
I

Some benefit In problem solving and independent.

..

learning is- tat these
.

outcomet were included frequently in the reason why° the ',/

$
series-was being used. Assecond source providing evidence of THINKABOUT success,,in

effecting these abilities in students is the observation of facets of threp of the

four qualtiesv-effective expression, management of own 1parning, and flexibile

thinkingOf these abilities as students solved path/erng. As nr2t.C4iHINkABOUT
"

o

-
r,;)

, Is)

. \
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. ,

/stopents were observed usiny some facets of, theg
.

qualities more frequently than
,

.

. ,. .

were non-THINKABOUT students. Since the report of teachets regarding the success

\
of THINKABOUT in strenytheniny these two very,complex abilities in students was

-.
'

.
.

potAlive but not overwhelming, and since THINKABOUT stridents did not outshine
- .

c.

.

non-THINJOUT students in all areas, THINKABOUT Alone does not con'stit'ute, nor is

it designed to be, a complete curriculum on.problem solving and in.dePendent.

learning. THINKABOUT,does appear to supplement the growth of thebe two abilities%

in, students:

, What students recalled from,the prograMs and their application of tne iaeas

from the p'rogr'ams corresponded to the amount.of class discussion and related;

activities that oacurrea. THINKABOUT students who menLonea brainstorming or use*
I

the technique'while solving the interview probi,ems_were those who reported using

the technique insome class activates. Other THINKABOUT students knew whA.

brainstorming was but were not observed using it. Most nannTilINKABOUT students GIG

not know what brainstorming was. Students from classes who 'reyularly participated.
.

,
,

in discussions of the programs were better able to relate programs to zolving,the
,., 1 ,.... .

. ,

I
intervieW problems and were better able to aisduss the meaning from the proyrams

rather than just,the storr. Thus, THINKABOUT student (appeared to get more meaning

aqd were'better able,to apply the .seas from programs when the ideas were

reinforced by discussions and relates:1 classroom activities.
0

. , . . .

There was some eUidence that THINKABOUT proVided an enriched experiencial base
-;

,-, s.$'

for the THINKABOUT students that the non- THINKABOUT students,did not have. This

enri4ched experience included poyeam stories; a different vocatiulary incluuiny
. - .

f 0 4
,.;

words such as brianstorming, criterialand repources; to name a few; aria the

. Ne
Application of thinking skills. This experience proviies 0 basis from wnich more

.4"... ,

.'

involved Mork in dOelopirlg thiAking skills can take place. .

-

I. z

I fl
L./

- ,
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Whatinstructaonal support do teachers need to implement THINKABOUT mote

effectively?'

..

Even though mast teachers had n4 receiyed any in-service on using T4INKABOUT
- ..

\

only a third of iheteichers expressed any interest in having an in-service of in
. , 4- 1

. -: .

"'meeting with other teachers who are using THINKABOUT. Not having enough classroon
.',,

Of.

time for activities is a major factor of not being interested.

Most of the teachers did not,fee that the. suggested materials on the

questionnaire would be very useful. The materials, lised in 'their rated. order of

usefulness, were duplicating masters, teaching Posters, and learning games. 'Again

time pressures kelt by teachers would result in such materials not being uses.
,

Some teachersmentioned the need'ar morsuggestions of activities or.

follow-through materials for each program.
,

Even though few teachers expressed interest in attending an.iln-service,,there'

is one indication that teachers can benefit from an in-Service prOVidihg it
.

addresses some of the real prohlems-that'teachers ftce. T eachers, on the average,

. ;;
dosnot spend &large amount of time on TRI7ABOUT and related activities. The,mea

.,

amountofclassroomtirmspentaWeekreiatedtoTHINKABOUTvias 48 minutes. Since
.

. ,
....... . -

.
.

two programs are dhoOn in-a week, this breaks down for each program to 3 minutes.`"'
.

. ,

.for previewing activities, 15 minutes for the Ara ram, and 6 minutes for discussio
r

N

followfng the program. Only one-third'of the teachers did any other type of 44

alttiyities. Some teaChers.expresed frustration,in not having enough time to do-f
Ito

. .

°
.

, 4 ,
, ,

follow-up activities. Ore reason that some teacheZa did not do/many activities.
.

. . .

from the terher guide was because they were too time cons lit( ng. On the other'
.7 i

. .

7
, ,

hand,soMe3teachers hale integrated THINKABOUT,actlivities in their regular-
.

. -' , 4,14
..,g , -

curriculum and have found:these activities to be supportive of theikkgoals. Thus,
.

e.

si
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,
z.,

. ,
a major problem felt. by some teachers,-time constraint, was not a concern to other

'

*N", A* .
teachers. .

.
.

An in-service on.THINKABOUT which deals with finding time to.do THINKABOUT

..P

.,activities may be of value._ SupWen,in-service can have two emphases. One is to
,

. help teachers fit THINKABOUT activities into theie,basic curriculum- - language arts,

social studies, and mathematics. s emphasis would help teacherd see that the

activities are a part of the content areas rather than an additionto these areas:

A second emphasis is to have teachers who pave succesAully found time for

THINKABOUT activities to explain the kind of things they do and hov)THINKABOUT

ideas are reinforced throughobt their instructional program.

What 'can be dope to expand the use of THINKABOUT in Wisconsin?

No pa rticular characteristics describe a'teicher who is a potential user of

THINKABOUT with the exception that the teacher has used other ITV series. Basecton
.

the teachers in Wisconsin wh o arc using THINKABOUT, the deries appeals to a diverse

grqup.' THINKABOUT teachers vary greatly in their years of teaching experience,
- 2

.

teach both self-:contained and team teaching situations, and vary in their

content area specialties.,. The one common experience of TBINKABOUT teachers is that

have, lsed oEhrE_ITV series.

,

Teachers who are potentiil''Lisers of THINKABOUT can be partitioned into two
.

groups,eadb.14ith its own concern. One grOdpi'S the fifth and sixth gnadp teachers
s-V

4
who are not using THINKABOUT at ddhooii where other teachers are 'Using THINKABOUT.

A concern of this 4)roup is showing programs from the series to he same group of
.

students twice, both at fifth grade and sixth grade. Different schools have .1'

, ..bandied this,Si44a.tion by showing the 'Series to both .fifth and sixth graders every
,

..

. .

, '?

. .

.

7'77.4. 1

. . A

.,. f---,-,

r

11

..'.' .
..

!--

other year, or.by dividing the programs intotwo sets- -those to be shown to fifth

" 1A
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graders and those to be, showlvto sieh graders. One student in the interview who

had viewed THINKABOUT tikyear before at anothe,school enjoyed seeingsome of the`

programs a second time He was better able to understand, hat was in the program
0

the second time. This responds to some teachers' hesitations of showing the

program to students a second year:,

The second group of teachers who are potentkal.usersre those at schools where

THNKABOUT is not being used. These teachers are probably less familiar-with

THINKABOUT and need more information about what THIt*ABOUT is and its potential

effects.. The enthusiasm that many teacher's expresspd in this study may be an

enticement fon these teachers.

The most effective channels for information is dire t information to the

teacher In three out of four cases,_ the teacher Was th one most influeptial in

. . .1.
,

-deciding to Alse THINKABOUT. The materials from which most teachers initially heard

. .
.

, - .

;AboutWHINKAWUT were those-that went directly to or,were used by teachers, the

,Parade of PrIgrams and mailed brochures. These both are means
.

of providing
, ..

inFormationto teachers who arepoteritial users of THINKABOUT.I
. t .

.. ..

What lmplications-are there from the implementation of THINKABOUT over two years
. '-,

ft
..16

for the support andrproduction of future
.I

instructional=elevision series?

THINKABOUT and. its effects have implications toroihet ITV series for"ths age
.

levelarticularly in identifying feature o the
, .

students. 'students were very positive toward viewing kids th4r.pwn age solving
,/ .,

real lig-Iike probleMs. The program were.
-

vantrand deal with situations that

''' fifth and.siiFth.gradeis copid id.eritif with. Students liked having open-ended

programs where answers were
,

left- fdethern'tO contribute. The thkee-program serial
4-

', .

was wel),reCeived becaue the.story was extended over alonger periOd of time and

/

'-7r)

.

.10:1

Pw

4
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was more developed. This is-a contrast to most ITV series where each 15-minute

program is designedto be self-contained.

.The results of this study point to the importance of classroom activities i/n

having students apply the ideas presented in the programs. The programs provide an

enriched experience for THINKABOUT students
t

to draw from. However, the ideas, .

'ft......P - %
-

.planted by the *grams need to be cultivated by additional activities to be fully

'realized.- There was some indication of the need to include in the teacher guide

well specified and ready-to-use activities. Although the guide was highly thought

of, some teachers suggested including
less time-consuming activities. Such

activities would respond to the time restraints that teachers feel and to'the need

for doing activities to obtain thp greatest benefits from the programs.

.The story lines of the programs-helped students.to recall what happened in the

prografis and the skills that were presented;. Students could recall many of the

programs and describe the story insome deta4. The recollection of the story,

however, did not mean that the,studentS would apply the skill presented or Could
*

generalize beyond the situation depicted. Follow-up activities and classroom.

applicatfons o? the skills aided students in applAng the skills.

4

LimitatidEs
.

4

The number' of teachers (65) and the number of students who porticipaied in this

study are smdil: The partickpants were volunteers thatConstituted a sample of

scoreniencerather than a random sample. Because of this there is a question about

the jeneralizabilit'Y of the results of the study to a larger population. other Ltion
4.

to those wr participSted,in he study'. The teachers and students did come from .

areas
' schodis iodated in different si es 'of communities and.from six different r of ..

. .

. .
,

Wisconsin. The meads of standardi.ed achievement scores of the Classes of students

S

C

4.)
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who were interviewed.were slightly above grade level.' The stuaents and teachers

who participated in the study came from schools which were characteristic of many
6 k

.1,

however,schoo s in Wisconsin. However, because thu numbers were small, the teachers and

students included in the study cannot be assumed to be a representative sample of

those 0in Wisconsin, which limits the yeneralizability of the study.

There. is some' difficulty in sorting out effects due to THINKABOUT from other

classroom experiences. Audents were'only tested once. The two non-THINKABOUT

classes were Selected to match some characteristics of the THINKABOUT classes but

some differences among, the classes were not controlled, such as teaching style,

content covered, and previous instructional experiences. Attempts were made in the

study to substantiate information from different sources in order to orm

relationships with THINKABOUT. The control classes allc4ed4cOntrasts to be made

*41-1W.

and helped to highlight differences that appear to be related to THINKABOUT.

- ,

However, for results to be unequivocally attributed-to THINKABOUT much stronger

controls need to be psed.

The procedure of the study was designed to generate information and not to Aest

t-,

hygOtheses. As a result, not all groups of students were asked the same questions.

P
Instead, questions were asked to clarify the students' responses and to better

understand their instructional experience. A scoring scheMe was adoptedto provide

sconttiOtar prOblems 1 and 2. 'The scheme wasp designed to take into consideration

i

the understanding of the problem, means used tosolve the problem, and the answer.

, . )
Other scoring schemes may have restilted i n other differehcgs_amOngdgFouW ionthdr

. , 0
.

.

1 '

, -

-scores for hpse prdblems. ,Scoring on these'problaMs wagdohe by one pe'rson

without a reliability check. ;11"4 scheme to score'problem 4 has been used in other

studies, making the results on this problem more applicable for comparison to those

of other.studies. Information was collected for groups and classes'ana not for.

Cn .

,
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individual students. There may be particular effects of THINKABOUT on individual

students, but this study was not designed to identify these. The procedures do

provide information about,groups of students and how classes of students responded

to THINKABOUT.

0
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Appendix A
, .

Teacher Questsionnaires
,C1

,

TIncluded in this appendix are two questionnaires and the tqrm used in

interviewing teachers' ovel the telephone. The firSt questionnares was sent to the

teachers who
4
were using THINKABOUT._ The second was sent to.the teachers who had

t

used ,THABOUT ther.school year 1979-80 'but- were not using it the school year
.-.N,''' t %

198d-Bi. The means and' percentages of the responses are included on the, .' e. 3 e ,,
c* stia.onne.cre.s.,, A total of 58 teachers re§ponded to the questiosrulaire who ,were.

, ,,.
usiggTHINKABOUT and seven who-were not diirrently, using THINKABOUT but who had use

.`

.

it the preVy igus

s`t

5.

$

-4

S.

a

0

o

6

4 )

0 :0
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ThinkAbout Teacher Sury
Wisconsin Educational Television. Network

May 1981

DIRECTIONS: - Please .cirdle the appropriate,number for each item or fill iniyour responses.
4

Section A: BACKGROUND /NFORHATION

1: How many years of full-time teaching experience
do you have?

P
2. Which best describes:the setting in,n whicfi you teach?.

s% 4
*

*3. is there a content area that.you,considsr your speciality?
,L 6

4. tiowpany:teactken teach grade's and/or 6 in your school?

5. Ike.; rieny of these teachers are usinglIkhinkAboul?

6. Are any otai teachers xn your school using ThinkAbout?

4

7 Ifbw i4 Think About-being used?

,

a. How is Think About used in relation tg traVtional 'currieulusi
,materi.11 (e,.g....textbook)?

.5°0:

te.A 1.

3< 1.
(/9. 2'
3'7. 3'

ce,; 4.

years s.)

Self-contaiQ classroom
Units or team teaching'
Departmental by=sittaject (specify)
Other (please specify)

'

=

Code No.
Grade

No ,
Yes (speci!y)

Teachers _

Teachers :- /

_
ff.,*No

yes (explain)

11,5 a subject- matter in itself
OnlY-aspart of language arts t
Only as part of social science
Only as part of mathematics
pith a combination of content are'as
Other (Specify)

01, 1..t 'M an alternative or replacement
3/ei, 21 Asiutuppleinent or aidition
(-2.1, 3. As enriehmene -

1 \ "" Other (specify)

9. What is the eCertieinumber of your students using ThinkAbout?.. (,55"./0 '-
,

Students 1.13,

10, What groups of,yout students are using ThinkAbout? 1. ;
2. Special groups only (specify) ).

A

11. Who was "Most infIueiltial inlpe

#s

12. Where or, from whom

decision. to use ThinkAbou

did you first hear about ThinkAbout?
se1,

:` " ,

'1

`
O 1'. Strite , 5.42.

_.5z 3. bonding principal3V.
742 5, You 197,6.

7. ITV representative348

d.4 1. Professional meeting.,'
2.. ITV representative"

14"i, 3. Paraile o,f programs
32c 4. ,ss Workshop

/ 2 '2, 5- Other teachers
-..

. 6' Building pritipipal
36 7: Mailed brochure 1

, 13., Other (specify)

- 13. What in- service have you received on using ThinkAbout?

.' 14. Is ThikkAbout the first ITV

,o
4

series you have used.

4

Central adminiNtration
. tiedi/e specialist

Other teachers
Combination of above or
other (specify) '

,

',39 `%, 1. None
3,%. -2: School workshop (presented by
3,..4 3. District workshop (presented by
(/... 4. .Regoiorraiworkshop (presented by

5. Other (specify)

/ 2 '2 1. ye:.
gs. 2.4' No (speZtify others you have used)

. ,

4.7



a

SECTION B: USE OF TiinkAbout

r

15. What is -the mairrteason you are using ThinkAbout?

16. How do you view Think About?
a

....

, -.

. 1'17. Wheedid;you begSr using-iUnkAbout? .

9
. .

18t-How apy minutes do you average eith week on
r.elated to ThinkAbout? - so

Y Previewing discussion or activities

.---- Vi'ewerSj the programs I

a

-76-

these activities

4

0
. .,DiscusttfoImmediately fpikowing programs

e 'Other in-class assignmenzp directly related
"Total minutes spdkt on ThinkAbout ger week
(Sum of the four times above)

-
.

19. Of4he 60,programs, howmany different Think About programs have
your class viewed this school year? ' 4 A}: 40°3

20. If ypu used less than 60:programa, what erPteria did you use to
select the programs that you viewed?

IF

.

Live basis
Tape delayed basis
Other(gPecify)

At 74 OS 1.

015 ?b.
3..to ThinkAboet

/ 2. 5
4.

5-, 5 2
411,), 6, 5.

1. What are the program numbers of the best three prograis in the.
ThinkAbout series?

22: What area the program ,numbers of

rThinkAbout series?

23. What
done

the wdrst three
0
programs in the

are activities or projects that your class(es) has (have)
that are related to ThinkAbout?

a

SECTION C: SUPPORT OF THINKABOUT

24. Dow would yap rate the Teacher's Guide?

.

. ti

25. WhatOJI the Terither's GAO should be C hanged to make it
.more Useful?'

Month

Minutes

. - Minues
Minutes

Minutes

5 Minutes _

Wk. .4.301 3.3

.Programs

Year .39. 8/ )1 pt //e
34F j

3 z
9/8;

9; ? 3 rz /u/6,,)

7 //ey

e/C As,

1-69

1. program
2. program
3. program

1: program
2. program
3. plograe

Do not
have one

4 ?I%

4.7,

26. Please indicate how importantit would be to have each of the
following materials to supplehent the Teacher's Guides

tt-ing mastek 10'4 1

Set of workbooks 4/6'4' '1
Set of duplic

Set of learnirig games

I"

1
Set of teaching Rosters 'IL- 1

Other (pleases pecify) 1

27.!Please indicate your preference for the context in which these
materials (workboois, duplicating masters( learning games,
teachfng posters, etc.) should present ItinkAbout,storiee and
actiliities: (please circle all that apply)

Very Poor

1
2 .

G 34),

Excellent

9-

3 5

2951 ie",;L,

Not Necessary Useful

/00 2
18% 2

V433qV 2
19% 2
3% 2

26.cWhal could be done to help you implement ThinkAbout more
effectively?

a

1. Context of

everyday
Situations679,

Very Useful Essential

/0%3
3/9, 3

2V-2, 3

;3°4 3
2- 9, 3

r j'90 4
04 4

% 4
(pi;
z9e 4

ZieP, Z cZ
2. Subject related 3. Other

. context -

,74,,z a. Language arts

/iil, b. Science
1...t4. c. Social studies
490 d. Othet subjects (pleair.

1

AC

(please specify)

spetify)'

60

t
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'

29. What supplementary materials have you prepared to use.with
ThinkAbout?

.
\

30. Would you be willing.to share these materials with other teachers
using ThinkAbout? ° '

1. Yes 42. No

o. 31. Would you like to meet with other .teachers from your area who
are using'ThinkAbout?

-77-

(32. If so, when are some good times for you to meet during the
school year?

33. Would you like Eo have an in-service on ThinkAbout?

SECTION D: IMPACT OF ThinkAbout

1. Yes 2. No

d'IP Z`P'C

1. Yes 2. No

e

. '34.,:What is youreoverall rating oft ThinkAbout? Very Poor.' Poor' Mixed Feelings

5 /
ii.

,e? V y di 1 2. , 3

34'1.- .,

35. The reaction of my students to ThinkLOut is highly favorable. Strongty.ldsagree . '

44

36. I bring up ideas from Thank About programs when teaching other

. subjects.. 4t

4/ Vo 1 2 3

.L42,

3 )y 1 2 3

good Excellent

4

12
6'5°`;

Strongly Agree

4 5

3/ a). 6 4 ';',.;

4 ' 5

19; 2 i 2 v 'i ',c);:, iVi.,
tt-

37. My students bring up ideas from ThinkAbout programs when .4
33/ 1 2, '3 4 5

79,.. tic e.!.. i 2r 4-).. A, iv
38. ThinkAbout programs arouse discussion id my class(es). 3, y3 1 2 3 4 s

,- . l 4 2'%,, 5i% i'.2., ?Y./ 22%
39. Most of my students participate 46 discussions of ThinkAbout

Programs. .,, , 4 '.) 7 1 2 3 4 5

' A A)7., 2/ 9,, 36' ). 2 y c4., .
:

studying other subjects.

Wb are interested Ilvirsillpprception of the degree to which Thinftbout was helpful in improving the skills of your students. For
. each item listed b*elow, p ease rate by circling a number from4O to 5 (0 to indicate not at all helpful, and 5 to indicate

extremely helpful)i,the-degred to which ThinkAbout was helpful to your students in improving their skills in...
u

Not at all helpful Extremely helpflil
afP

40. finding alternatives. 4.1,: 3.0C 0 1 2 3 . 4 5
.

41. estimating and approximating.
a Z AI 0 1 ; 3 4 5

41 .

42. giving and meaning.
3 i L/

0 1 2 3, 4 5

43. collecting information.
13.V0

0 1 2 3 4 5

4,4. classifying. 3 . 36 0 1 \\ .2 4 6

\\45. finding paterns. 3.1.1 0 1 2 3 4 5

'46. generalizing. 3, /I 0 1 2 3 4 5

47. sequencing and scheduling.

48. using criteria.

49. reshaping information.

A 4

50. judging information.

51. 41municating'effectively.

52. solving problems.

3. zz. 0 1 2 3 4
5

s............ . 0 1 2 3

,
4 5

.3 . In

3 2 L 0 1 2 3 4 '5

-3.i 2. °- 1A 2 3

\,
4

...3.ii8 0 1 2 3' 4 5

..
a

.'")/ 0, 1 2 3 4 ' 5

C)Uy 4,*

O
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How would you'rate the success of ThinkAbout in str4ngthening
your students' ability to...

53. be problem solvers.

.

54. be.independent learners.

55. effectively express themselves.

56. manage Oleic own learning.

57. reason systematically. °

58, think fleXibty.
4 \

1

59. Plea,* identify some of your positive experiences with the
..J-ThinkAbout series.

0S

60. Please ideAtify some of y0ur negative experiences with the
ThinkAbout series. ,

Comments:

9

I I

2

I

\

r

veey low level
. of success

.

3,59 1
.

)

3.11. 1

.3. YO 1

;3 Lit 1

3. 2- S.
1

1:5 q 1

_

2.

.2

2

2

2

2

- 3

3

3

3

3

3

,-

.4

4416

4

4

.4
4

Very hpgh leve
of success

k. S

, 5

5

,-5

5

S

_ -

0

1r

t'

vs

.1

.

No.

0 o
1/4-1441"

5-1

V
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For teachers hot.using
f ThinkAbout this year%

. .

.

Previous esers

ThinkAbout Te4cher Survey
Wiconsin Elucationail Televiekon Network

,
May 'psi

_1-

DIRECTIONS.' Please circle the appropriate number for each item or.fill in your responses.

Code No.
Grade

Section As BACKGROUND INFORMATION .A
,

1. Hpw many yearkof lull-time teaching experience
0 do you have? . .

.
41'; /24

.

years
t

2. Which bestdescribet the setting in.which you teach? ,J1,7, 1. Self-contained classroom
5n 2. Units or team teaching-

3. Departmental by subje.Ct (specify)
. ?,A 4. Other (please specify) ,

i

. Is tRere,a content area that yoti, consider Your speciality?,, 11% 1. allo
NI. 2. .

4 How many teachers teach gtade S and/Or 6, in your schbol? 4 .7 c; _l___: Teachers
_ .

S. How many of these teachers are.using ThinkAbout?
4,; . 3.1 Teachers

6. Arelany other teacher, in,your school using ThinkAbout? 519;1. No
., ,/,/04 2. Yes (explain) 4.-

't, , . - ''',1/

7. How did you -.use ThinkAbout? P16,, 1. As a subject matter in itself
.4.:.

14'C,, 2. Only is part of longwmpriarts
149, 3. Only aapart of social scieAce

. .

.
4.' Only as part bf mathematics .'

.3,59.5. With a combination of content arias
%260j 6, Other (specify)

84 How did you use ThinkAbobt in relation to traditional curriculum
Material (e.g. textbook)? 1. As an alternative or replacement

..l . 24M.2. As a supplement or addition

..
619,3. As onrlchmeat-

. 4'. OthSr (specify)'
.

11 ,
9. What was the total number of your students using ThinkAbout? 4.-7-111 Students.

10. What groups of your students usia ThinkAbout?

4
100% 1. All

Spacial gioups only (specify)

11. Who vssmolst7Anfluential in the decision to use ThinkAbout? 1. State : , 2. Central adatinistfatiOn ;,,0 0
s. Y. .Building principal 4. Media. special/it

: .. ' yiw, 5. :You' ... 2p,S.,'Other teachers ,. , .

.c.

. '''

.4.a.., 747 ITV representatiyeMtp. Combination oabove-or
:,,' , ..

- - ..s. -
, . other (specify)

,12; Where or from whom did yas firie hearabduthinkAbout?

'4,

0.

t

.13. Whgtln-service have you receityed'nving ThinkAbout?

:

.1. I.,

_ '07. Is'ThinkAboUt the dirst.,ITV Serials-you have usecre p '

0
,

pig, 1. .Profaisionsl meeting
-2., ITV representative

.1g9.34 Parade of Programa.
4. Workshop -

' 5. Other teachdri
S. Building principal

;N AO. Nailed brochure
S. Other (specify) ...Av.

..067M19,1. NT.
2. SchoOl.worishOpApresented by'
3.. DistrIctworkshop (presented by--
94. Regional workshop (presented by )

5. Othir Ispecify)
' .

liq 1. yes

fp.f7 2.,,WO (speify others you havg used)

M ,
Oa

1-.



.
:

.

4

SECTION 14_ USE OP ThinkAbout

15. Why are you not uihng ThinkAbout this year?

- (Pleasebikzspcific)

a .

:

16. :loo you plan on using ThinkAbout next year?

17., Apprpxikately hOw man Y of Op 60 podgoalos
did you use last yeii?

;

Le. What type of.suppleaental mattrials did-you use
with ThinkAbout &est year?

.

1%.

19. What suggestions you have for support
materials, like woo kbooke or duplicating master*,
to sake ThinkAbout more sffective?

..mew important are these goals for your
studinte instructignal program?
Tor your students to...

20. be problem solvers.

21. tr, ihependontilearnotrs.

1
22. ,Iffectivoly express the...Holmes.

23. manage their own learning.
, .

'24. re'Sson systematioally.

-25. think flexibly.'

r

4

80

=36

(

= V

25-

4 L6
L

I

-1-158

4.33

. '

. 4

.

.

. e
.

.

. . .

.
,

1. (es

programs

2. no

\

4

.

.

. ' .

6

.. ,
.

',"

'.
- .

,

....

mot A

Important

1 2

. I

1 '2

1 2
.

l' 2

1\-\*-- 2

1 - ; 2

,

.

0

,

(

3

3

3.

3

3

3

,

.

,

4
.

4

4

4

4

.

%airy'.

/spo tent

5

3

' -

_

(11ciao.yould you kit-.the:sacctss of ThinkAbout
last year in trtnithening your iudents'

. Very low:

,ability to... f` ,
7.- level of

. success

,

.26.- beroblem solvers.
-GT= 38 .!'

2 3 4
.-

27 1: 4independent learners.

41

, 3 1 2. 3 % . 4

3 V 'I, ' 2 3 i

:.26. effectively express thosselvss.

.

C
, ,

/29. senage thfir1 -own lea
-1

rning. 3 ii ' 1 2 3 4
/

:30. :re
.

ason pystimatically. , 3,2. . 1 2 3 4 -\
:,." ' .

31.: thi ni flexibly.
, I/0

..

1 2 3 4

-12.'Wbit,diiferancei have you obstrved- in your students this
.

.

,

l'
f year from your students last year in their thinking

:okitls, pool:ask 10164119, and independent learning that
say be-attributed to not using ThinkAbout? _S_

-';

Very igh

level of

k
succe s

.V

-..

,33. What is your overall rating of ThinkAbout?
.1

, . - 7...,
. o

34. Please identify some of your positive experiences
- with the, itiinkAboUestries.
:I- - , .,. . .--,

...

4, s .,

e

. ,
Very Poor

1 2 '3.
'Exctllnt

4

'7/9, / 9.,

4-.:1 - -
_

...Ji. Please bignify acme of your negative experiences
. a

9 , - , with the ThinkAbout series'. '
,e , Y1'_,)..

C '

1.
. ,

4 t
.1. . .

40 1

_ - s

'.,. - ' COI/Mt ntst

, ,
. 4

*

\ .

, ' . -

'.' ";: ; . 1 t
''''''

,

...? ',. ' ''

i

,

,
f. . / ,
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Date:
Teacher's Name:
School:

City/Town:
Phone Number:

Hello: '

'Telephone Interview Form

THINKABOUT Evaivatign
May 1981

Interviewer:
Code No.:

- Grade

. r -
.

I AP 3 (your name) and I work for the Wisconsin Educational
Communications Board. About two weeks ago

.

we sent you a lettr and a -
,

questionnaire regarding the televisiOn series THINKABOUT. (Pause anddet the
teacher confirm receiving.tilie letter.) I.would like_fo'aik you seven
questions about your pse of THINKABOUTif you have time now. (If not, "What
is a convenient time for me-to,call again?")

'

r ,

,(If the teacher has time, proceed with the questions.)

1. Did you elect to use THINKABOUT because- it fits well into your 6cisting
'program, or because it offers somethinT.different fromwhat.you normally
emphasize?

, .
,,,,.

. .r , -
.
.

.

Do you us THINKABOUT as part of a particusubject tatter? 'If-so,
hicho e? (Probe to find out if THINKABOUT is used separately or to

s pleme t.othersubjeci areassocial studies, language arts,
mat ics, etc.)

" .
,

.
s . .

3. -What ctivities to THINKABOUT do yob do with- your Students, and
what aiSproXimate.cliassTom time per week is Cant for each? (Try to get,
inforrktion on kle-program discussions, ,number of programsviewed each
week, and post-prOgraM actipities, as well any projects or other
activities directly related to THINKABOUT ' ,.

. ,

,..,:

, I

1'

iI

-



I .

I-

,A r -82- 11-...
. -1a

.

(-

4. What have you found to be' the most effective way of using THtliKABOUT with '..

your'students? H(Probe to find out how THINKABOUT has been adapted to the

leacherq program.) .

- . . ,
.

5. -What` do you feel your students have gainedfrop viewir THINFOBOUT? '.('try

- to get specific examples of students applying content from THIMABOUT to.
,their lives at school or home.) e.

..;
,

4 3'"

.

`use

. .

6. -What-could be done" O make your use of THINICABpUT Mbre effective? - (Some
. , ,-

ideas may betil. tiro ide supplemental material, to have student review .

provide a list`of sti4dent.projeCts, or to_have,a4,.in-servide.).
..,, .

t
. -

1 . ,5'
,

'. .
,... o

\

7. bo you know of any other teachers who are-usiri4'.THINRABOUT in a special :

'way that we should,know.about?" ttry to get names.)

;/
. \

1

JI

A.

..11///1.

4

\

T

'Thank 'you for youritime. This summer a report will be written ;Eased on /your*

iesponseS and those'PE pther 'teachers. A copy this report will be' send to

. 'you in September. , ., ...,

1 t c.
t

1

0

.

/

4,

'

7 i, 746

. .

-

. ,

,

00v
.
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Appendix

Student Questionnaire.
1

..*
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. . . .
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Appendix B

Student QuestiOnnaire

In6tuded in this appendix is the questionnaire given to some students of six

teachers. Questionnaires were received from a total of 29 students from classes'of
.4.1,

five of the teachers.' The means and frequencies of responses are included on the
.*

form:

4

,r

a

;t,

a

t

'S.

p

.

Clrl
.

:

0,

ti ./
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CoMmunity No.

Student Survey on ThinkAbout

1

We are interested in your personal and honest opinions of the ThinkAbout series. Please circle

the answer.which best tits-your feelings or opinions. Your answers are very important to us so

please answer all questions by yourself. When completed, return your questionnaire to your

teacher. Thank you.

Look at each of the statements made about the ThinkAboutoprogram. If you agree with a statement,

draw a circle around either Strongly Agree (5)- or Agree (4). ,If you disagree, draw a circle
around either Strongly Disagree (1) or Disagree (2). The question mark (3) means that you Cannot

decide.

N=29 Strongly Strongly
Mean Agree Agree ? Disagree Disagree

I. ThinkAbout programs help :me to come up,
/

.4.10* 5 . 4 3 2 1

with new ideas. 38% 38%. 21% 3%

.-2. ThinkAbout programs are not useful in 2.24 5 4 .' g
1

3 , 2 1

solving my own problems. 3% 7% 028 34% 28%

13. ThinkAbout helps me to think in new and ..:' 3,72 5 '4 #3 2 1

i'- different ways.' 11W 55% lq% 3% 7W

".
4. ThinkAbout programs help me to learn on 3462 5 - 4 3 *2 1

my own. " ... 21% 3.4% 34% 7% 3%

5. ThinkAbout programs help aR to say better 3.21 5 4 , 3 2 1 ,-

what I really want to say: .
. 7% 38% 28% 24% . 3%

z: 1 i
4t

6. yhinkApoUehas shown. me how to sdlve 3.45 ., 5 7-j-4 3 - 1

problems on my 'own. , . \ 24% 'rm 45% 7% , -.7%
\

l .

7. Thinklut has -helped me learn bptter 4.03 . 5 3 , - 2 ..,

, ways to solve problems. 24% . ',59%- 14% 3%

. - 't . of.

,

S. ThinkAbout
v.

helps.me to organize my thinking. 3.76. 5 4 `,'. 3 2 1
.,

. 21% '41i. -.31% . '7% .

' 1
t

9.' ThinkAbout helps me to see more than one - * 4.'31 5 4 3 2 1.
.o.way to solve a problem. k .' 5211 ,....-'31%. 14% 3%

#4
1

..,-
.

, . -0 .

.

10.'10 ThinkAbout programs shqw me how think'. .- 3.59 ,5 4 3. °2 / 1

clearly, step by step. 17% 41% .28% 10% 3%
,

11. I want to -learn more about the ehings 'I 3.72' , 5 4 3 2- 1

see in Thin About programs. , 24% 3i% 38% '-' 7%

. - - . .
. .

.

1.;,t. I like ThinkAbout very much. . 4.21 5 4 ..3 '2 1

. .. -.
- 55% 1 21% 17% 3% 3% .

.f
,

4 13. What is your sex? 1 46% male 2 . 52%v female

14.' What grade 'are yo6 in? 4' f e 5 441%) 6 (5%) 7 ,

. A

15. What two (2). Thinkpout programs did you like the Most?' 58(n=5), .57(5), '56(4), 2(4)., 590)
OP

16. Wha two (2) ThinkAbout programs did you like
o

tw-he least? 36(4), 5(3/, 60(3), 31(3), 51(3)

a Think you very much: 1,9.3
0 I

e.
II
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Four Interview Problems aril,, Scoring Schemes
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Appendix C

'Four Interview Problees and Scoring Schemes

' ti

. t 1

Included in this appendix are the fOur problems given to group of four/

students each to solve. The scoring scheme is included for problems 1, 2, and 3.

1

The Scheme for problem 4 can be obtained frOM the Agency for Instructional. . .

Television. (AIT),,Box A, Bloomington, Indiana 47402.

a

4

4.

YI

r.

4'

A

ti

a4. .

f

r

a

0.

O

o

4

4
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4 *
v 4

.0

30

Can nine'mdrbles be distributpd
"marbles in each' cup? '

- 4
Explain your ansiver.

.

'

Scoring ScheMe; Total ,Ploints possible:
.

Understanding (0-3 points):
'Points

o?

' -89-

14

into fi(e,cups

* 4

10.

4

P.

,
7

4

, Alt

witha'cliisfer.enZ number deka

°to,

O

' a ...
. 4

, 0 Did not understand anything. .

1 *Udderstood some conditions bufnot,:allv
' 2 Varied a condition to solve the Qroblem.

3 Maintained all the conditiOns. .''...
0 ,. *

. .

Means= (0-4 point6):

Points( .

Olk- Did no attempt anything
1 -- Gave a random guess.
2 -- Gave some thought but could not reach

know what' t9 do.
3 Haei a plan orA means to find the solutiOn

' carry but the plan. Means by

4 .t
explain anything.

.°4
ah answei or dio-not

or could snot

.

0.,

and began'to
exhausting other

pgssibilities. ,_
. .,

4 -- Had a plan and carried the plan to,solution:
,:...

. .-

.Solution (0-3 points) :
Points

ef4

..

V.
.

. t,

) :-- Ad not have a solution.
1 --, Past of the solution was correct Snit with some modification

of ^the conditions. e
d* -- Found a wrong solution 'Only because of a computation error.
3 --- Gave a correct solution7-The problem cannot be done.becaUse'

the sum of the,first 5 integers is greater than 9.

, 4- * :

TO WHE'NEXT PAGE; IN 111 FOLDgR.
$1
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e4
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'
4

'. . Problm 2

.

t
. . , : ..

1

-4.

,

.

,--

ii

. .
gi/ :4.- - , . . ----

. . 4, . Irc,

13Srryv1aw.o e men alongsidea.highway.* One' was holding a10116. Another was
1 :

...
about 30 mbter away, from the, pole. lie was looking toward the pble through

0 something whic wat-,-on.top offr4three-legged stand. The stand looked very
, 0 .

sturdy. .

t 'I' . . , w' . - '--
.

,Bari.hos an art class at school. .The students work On paintings which are
set on thsree-le.opsied easels. The easels nester wobble.

....

/ '.

. -) ,
.

; .4 .

.
.: .Barry had his picture taken , He noticed that the camera was set on a .... .

... .,

0 'three-legged starldr,,He asked the photographer ho eome. The photographer
1 .4

, said thaetbe.stand held the camera so it wdS4stuy. Garry asked why sly
didn't use;' stand with more legs iNpit would beN,even more steady. ,The
photographer said that a stand with more thin three legs would be les steady .
thiln a stand with three legs. 'Barry didn't understand why; but he be ieved

. .4 gE iher,Arree..she seemed 'to know whet she was talking about. -

.':' ,
. . .00 -..,Itc 9 . a., , w--...-t----

-1-- 't ...' Mhen Barry got home,' he sat at the kttthe ble to drink some milk
!',N . Z., tic

. ,
-. ''''''

.., . ir-was wpbbly. He rb mbered what the otographer had told him a..
. Raw nd cutoff One of the le4b of the.chair. The chair fell over.

.

.w saw

il
. .. .

.
.. W wmji. wrong with garry"'s reasoning? That'iS., why do you suppose that ii

thre -leggedstands work,so Well sometimes and yet the three-legged chair
didnt work? And why do you suppose that-the three-legged stands were

1,

. . steady, but the, four-legged kitchen chair wasn't steady?) (Harnadek, 1979). . 4.

- iWrte your answers here...+\

:N .
-

e.
Scoring Scheme: Total points possible: 3.

. ,,

...
-

.
--- Group must have made some note of properties of a four-legged-m^-
S stand such as the chair was made to have the'weight equally.

."distributed over four, legs.

Characteristics of.akhree-legged stand (0-1 point):
.

Group must have made some note\of properties of a three-legged
stand such as the weight is nearly, equally supported by the
three legs.

Characteristics ofa four-14gged stand.(0-1 point):

. . .
Relationship between the two -- three, - legged stand and a chair--and a
conclimion (0-1'point):

Group mukt have tied the information together such as when one
leg on the chait was cutoff, the weight was no ionger''equally

-distributed among the.three legs like a three-legged stand. The,

chair fell over because, there was nothing to ,support the weig* On
the corner of the chair where the leg was cut off.

1 \ ...

GO TO THE NEXT PIZ& IN THE FOLDER. \ .

. IL : . ,, ..

or

t.



Problem 3 -

/

\

You'hae beeb giVen the go-ahead to start a radio station foe your scho<4.ol.
'What would you do to plan for the station? How would you decide what programs
to broadcast and when the programs should be aired?

Write all of your ideas on this paper. 1

Scoring scheme: Frequency of responses:

4
Tactical responses (count-Of all responses):

A response that is a feature of the station such as equipment

(speakers or microphones), building, personnel -(disc jockey,-
reporterk, or wedtHif'person), or programs (music; sports-, or
announcements). # A

Strategical responses (count of all responsep):.

A.response that indicates planning .or` making decision's in some way
such as asking peoplt rat they want, deciding on what needed,
setting up a schedule r plan of how the time is to be used, or
identifying needs. .

Scopg- and dimension (0-1 points):
,

sOme_mention of time requirements, plans, or steps to follow in
setting up station.

; Information (0- points):

Some note of seeking. information, Such as taking a surVey*or poll.
, ., . .

..

Resources and .equipment 100-1 points)41: .
...,

, -

-Some mention of assembling necessary reso cid or,what equipment is
needed to operate a.station-\-

Sequence of steps (0-1 points):,

4-

a.

-An ordpr was given ,to the steps to follow.

AFTER YOUR GROUP HAS EXPLAINED WHAT YOUtIOULD DO, GO TO TIfE NEXT PAGE IN THE
FOLDER.

,

4,
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List what information
station.

1- Information

2.

3.

4.

5.

-92-

you would hive to'haVe in.order to start and run a radio

h.

(cou t of all response4:

The number of responges that are ty es of information
operate equipment or what, people like to he.a.).

Equipment (count of all responses):

(how tc

The number of responses that are types of equipment (speakers,
building, or disc jockey).

a

' List what resources you would use to find the Aecessary informtion.

-7' 1. Resoprces (count of all rekionses):

2.

3.

5..

. 4
The number of resources listed such as somOody who works at
a station, libtary, or books.

111

List the st.Ts in the order you would folj.ow.them that yoU could take to
decide what should be broadcast:"

1. °Decision steps -(count all of'responses):
106'

2. The number of apkropriate steps that would_helP to decide what
shcfuld be bgoadcast, such as identify different types of music,

3. conduct.a poll:, determine which type of music people like, or
decide onstth'e time to.ibroadcast programs.

4..

5.

Sequence JO-1 points),:

The steps. given are given1Lorder.'

GO TO THg plExT PROBLEM IN TILE FOLDER.

4
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Note: The Acoring scheme for this problem can be obtained by, contacting
-the Agency for Instructional Television, Box

,-
A, Bloomington, TN 47402.

Pro LI ern, 1./

r.

'Jim's Spacecraft

Jim,suddenly remembers that the Science Fair will begin soon. Hhopes it is not too late to enter
the contest! Jim'wants to build a model of a spacecraft big enough to hold him. Jim has a large

cardboard box in his'garage. It is just perfect for the body of the spaokraft The garage is also
filled with wood, tools and gadgets.

to
Jim knows he probably does not have enough time to build a spacecraft alone: He has a lot to do
and is eager to start,

ti

-e

P.

ti

. e

t ....
.'-'--

. .
hen you have read the story,.yOu may go on to the nextrpage;

.
you

, , ,.. __, , ---77./..e......,

0 Agenc)r fo, Instructicinal' '
Tber deeelopm'ent of this riiat has been supported by funds frortti,TheCorporation for Pubirc f%pacicasting,.

'-;' '"

.
1

. . ),. . ' . *

__. r
# s. Kr 444.=) .
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Jim decides to make a plan so the spacecraft will be finished before the Science Fair deadline.

But first, what things might Jim want to know' in order to set up a plan? Make a HSI of questions

that he might ask:

'1.

4.

2.

.) 3.

4 4.

4.

5:

,

4,

0

9

r

When you tinish;.you may, go on. 6

0

-q

O

6 O

I
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e,

Now that Jim has some questions in mind, where might he go and who might he talk

to find 'some answers?, -

3

in order

1. For example, hdw ,might Jim find out the Science Fair deadline? Write your idea. below:

!)4

4
2. How night Jim find out more about actual spacecraft so his model will look real. Write

your ideas below:

,.
Wiferi'you finish you may go on.

r .

4

4

14,
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A good planndr thinks ahead to the different things that mast be done to build the spacecraft.

Some of theSe things must be done before others. For example, Jim decides that one of the laSt

jobs is to paint his spacecraft. But many other things must'be done b.:0°re! What are some of

them? tIlrite below what might be Jim'sfirst step. You may then add as many steps as you wish:
,

11. A first step is:

2; A second step is:

t

. 3. A third step is:
. it110

.4'4. A fourth step

.5. A fifth step is:: .

*00-f-
When you finish, you may go on.

(

1.

ear

O

I

tiP
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4

After im worked many.hours on his project, he suddenly finds that the Scieribe Fair deadline is

.soone t an he was told. He might not finish in time! What are some of the different kinds of

things hOt.he could.do now? Write.y ur ideas below. Number them at you go:

I

4

a

7

a'

T

. )
When you finish, you rday goon.

is

09 .

4'

4. ,

4



Student
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Appendix D

StAident Responses and Scores toleiollems-1 and 2

Included in_this appendix-are,the written responses given by each group.eo

4r
problem 1 (Table D1) and problem 2 (Table D2). The score giVen to each

/

g oup is

"shown to the right of the fesponse.

P

I

1

I

C V

0

48.
.

4e.

102

O.

. ,
A
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'Table:Ri
Responses andScores on P

by Group
oblem 1

,1

Group Response Score

kj Und. Means Soln. Total

115G1

. .

.Yes, there' Would be -one in the 1st and two in
the other four cups. (diagram) ' . 3. 3 1 5

115G2 Put two marbles in tciiur cups and put'one in the

other: .. 1 1 5

115G3
.

No. We tried hard. We tried everything. 3. 2 7

215G-1 No. Because you can' t use the same numbers in
a cup. (diagram) 3 3 3 . 9

215G2 No. If you take the five lowest numbers it will
equal to titteen. 3 , 4 3 10

2,15G3 No. Because you would have to repeat the numbeib
.

in the cup. 3 3
ft,3

315G1 No, you can't. (diagram) 3 . 3 2 .8

315G2 No. Not enough marble to go in, five -Cups. 3 3 3 9

315G3I No. (diagram) . 4/1k1 - 3 3 2

126G1 No. Because five doesn't go into nine evenly.
(diag ram) 2 3. 2 7

126G2 No. There, aren't enough marbles. (diagram) 3 3 3

126G3 You add 1+2-13+1.1/2+2 1/2, which will add up

to nine. (diagram) . 2 4 1 '7
226G1 Two, in one cup, 1/2. in one cup, ,one in-one Cup,

2 1/2 in the-other cup, 3 in one cup (diagrams) 2 4 1 7

226G2 No. There is no possible way to put nine
marbles into five cups without using the same
number twice. (diagram) 3 3 2 8

1 226G3 No, because. it is an uneven number. 3 2 2 7

326G1 Put five in,one cup, zero in another, one in
two.of them,. two in one cup. (diagram) 1 .3 1?

326G2 Split them in half. (diagram) 2 2

.326G3 Zero 'in one sup, one in one/ cup, two in' one
I

3 3/4 in one cUp, 3 1/4 in 'one pup. N. 1 4 1 .6

136G1 ,No. You would have to hate the same amount
of marbles in some cups.c 3 4 2 9

136G2 ayes. 'You' cannot do it unless you cut them.in -

half. (diagram) 3 4 2 ''',
136G3 No. Cup inside a cup (diagram) J 3 3 2 ,8

23/6G1 Mo. Five doesn't go into nine evenly. 2 3 2° `7
235/6G2, -.Yes. Because you can't divide nine by 2 3 1 6

,';23546d3 No, Because it we put one number one andr-

i'wo in number two and three in numbeY- three,
we have three left. Put we used the numbers
One, two, and three, and we can't use them
again. (diagram) 3 4 3 .10

, I

03

O

/
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Table D2
Re'sponses and Scores on Problem 2

by Group

4

Gr9up Response Score

Properties Properties
31egs 4 legs Concl. Total

t

115G1 The chair had four legs and if you
took one off the chair would have two
on the other side ana.the sides would
not be'even. The'camera had three legs
that were not together; they didn't have
to balance like the chair. , 0

115G2 . It does not matter how many corners there
,

0

are, ydu just have to balance the chair. 0 0

1i5G3/ The weight was uneven because the three --.

legged stand even sides. And the ,-

four - legged chair didn't haveexelisides.
Ong leg was cut off. :1,4." - 0(

215G1 It's unbalanced, 0 0

.215G2 It'e not- equally balanced because there
are two legs on one side and one on the
other. .

. A 0

215G3 When he sawed the kitchen chair it .felt -4,, ,,,

over because:it was set,bp.for a four7
legged chair and wasn't centered right.
But with a chair with three legs. that are

. ,
centered right it wouldn't fall over, 1

.315G1 'Because the legs were in wrong positi.Onr-- 0

315G2 The legs on a chair have to be, in a certain t
f place to stand up. If you cut off a leg on

a;camera stand, it would fall over. 0

315G3 Yoti -have to rearrange the legs or you'll
eall. _.

l
0

126G1 ! He.thoughtthAt an object couldplance on
three legs,and not havt'meeting at a point
'because the objectiwoulebe centered in the
middle. (diagram) . 1-

126G2 Three-legged stands are'steadier because
they are set on an angle., The foUr -legged,.
*chair wouldn't be steady because the leg
was uneven.- , - 0 a

. 126G3. If you have. 30 lbs. of, weight on a tiipod "'
chair, you've got 10 lbs. of weight per

'leg. But if You have, four legs -you have -

7.05 lbs. per leg. Wheniyou have more

weight On one leg, that leg with ;more , Ir

Weight-will be steadier because it will
. stick to your_flopr:Surface better. ,:* --

1 i
.1 L./

wL

0 0

/ 1 2

0 '*----- 0

1 1

0,"

0 1
'0 0

. 0 1

0 0

0 '0

0

2 1

0

1 .

0

1 . ,

0

I

: .

-
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Table D2 (cont.)"
Responses and Acores on Problem 2

by Group

.\,
t

!

GroUp RespOnse Score

Properties Properties
, 3 legs 4 legs Condi- -Total .

. ' '

123 ,

. {cont.) A three-legged stand has'its legs, in a
. , triangle, plus they are at an outward

angle. A tripod is wider onthe bottom. /

The chair was bigger on top. (diagram) 1
.1

0 '2'

226G1 A three-legged chair is more balanced

than a four-legged chair wittl..one cut

off. , (diagram).
I

226G2, - If you had a four-legged stand and one
leg was short , then it would wobble.
And if you h d athree-legged chair it

.

1

would' tilt one way and would, dot wobble.
r

226G3 You hgre to have two in WO and one in

%II
the middle of the back, .

i 0 0 0

326G1 Three-legged stand has three legs and

.
.point to the middle-with a metal disk. ...

-Pour-legged chair and if you cut off one
')

leg the dhair-Wovld be unbalanced. . 0 0 - 0. 0

326G2 There was too much space when he cUt off
..the'chair leg, but on the camera stand it 1

was even space. ...- 1
0 1

326G3 The chair could have been wobbly because .
one of the legs w Fas,uneven compared-Ethe

. . others. For the three-legged stands the---,

legs as all centered. He must have thought
that aril/thing with three kegs was-steadier

0 0 0 0

s
0 -0 0 0

than something with four. 1 0 1

136G1, The legs are not placed right you cut .

ohe off of a chair that used ,t,d'have-four

.2.

Is.

.legs. . -0 '0
le

136G2 4their weight, has to be'equarly distributed
over three points and they have to be in

t
the right position. (diagram) 41* 0 0 1

-, 136G3. They were not-even: (diagraM) ,

. 0 0 .0

. ,
235/6G1. A camera-is lighter tillan a person. - , 0 . 0 0

.

' 235/6G2 An easel!is like a traingle'and that .

.
.

. .

position

e,

holds it up; but aApair is like
a sguare;'ifyOu take a leg away, it will .* .

-

fall. 0 13.:,

235/6G3 Because the camera stand came out like
this. (diagram) _And the chair fell down

-.--t
. bedause it was masse for four- legs not
three. .

I

-...,.

-- 1.i 05
.

i-` , 'I

..- . :

0 0

5,

.

1'

1

0

0

0,

1
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Appendix E
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Request for Participation
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-Appendix E

0

. .

) ;**Reituest for Participation

. ,

. %.. . .
Included'in this appendix are the postcard that was sent to a randoth sample of

.
. .

5 and grade 6, teachers in Wisconsin asking,if they would be interested id
.

HOOgra

drticipating in ad evaluation of THINKABOUT, and the letter sent to those teachers

4 1
sekegked to have theiK students observed as they solved problems:.(I

4

6

I

o

1.
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.1. Are you rasing THINKABOu°

Reouldriy Occasic-ally _Never
This April and May the"rtft4 viilT bet evaluating
ways .of better Supporting the ITV series
THINKABOUT. We invite STU to take advantage of
this opportunity and partic'ipate with ,ys.
Please helvby :answering. the', following questions
and this postage paid card, today. Your
prompt 'reply is appreciateci

- .

0
'

111,11I5C00,11440DCATONALIELEVISIOWNETWORWI

*Requgst Postcard

2? Did you 'Lite THINKABOST :as: :fear?

Regularly OccasIgrally _Never
. -

3. Have your current students used THINK450.0
both last year°and this ;ea::

Yes _No

4. What grade'are you teacni-g this year?

5th. 16th othe:

5.. Would you. like to partic:28'e further in,
A . the evaluation of THINkAe:0?

Yes Not 1'

t*

109
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Wisconsin Educational
Television and Radio
Networks

t 32 North mi(fv.Ife
M.1111,.00 Wrtil u1r,u1'+,1 /(1'+
I'M nu 100/31.4,r, 11t411.

Ant -,, 1 M.

N,T1111

Wisconsin Educational
Television Network

411 iv I

.1'41 I V Ai ru oo)'
NV11:,, Tv fd,, Ont.f

V 1' nF ;

W110 TV 11.1,

it,

5,,1,..1

,WIIA IV M.1111 ,

WM.,' I kVA

it' IV Miw

Wisconsin Educational
Radio Network

WHAT 1M
1 fd

W141. A 1M I.1 Ctr,f..
PVVHHM 1M W,tu.1u

Bruit.
JJ

NOW. I M
WI 141 AM Alli)1/MI/4110

WIWI I M (m.q.11.1y

a
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Letter Reqtiesting the Observation of

. Groups of Students

May 1, 1981 .

The information you provided us OD your use of the instructional
.television series THINKABOUT and your interest in participating in

its evaluation is greatly oppreciated. Our main purpose in
evaluating THINKABOUT is td determine what support we n give
teachers who are,using it and how;it can be better i leiented.

Onefpart of the evaluation will involve observing small groupsof

students as they solve problems. Of'the 96 teachers who have .

volunteered to participate in the evaluation, you have been
selected to be one of the nine who is being_ asked to be in this

part of the evaluation. Three of the teachers have used THINKABOUT
regularly for two years. 'Three of you have used THINKABOUT
regularly for only this year. Three, of you are not using

THINKABOUT. We understand that you are usikl? THINKABOUT this year
and you are teaching grade 6. ,

, What will be, involved is:
To have three small groups of four-students each observed as
'the group 'works on three problems. The groups will be randomly

selected from your class. The time required for each group will

be onehouk. -
. °

.

For you to complete a queitionnaire asking about your use of
THINKABOUT apd your instrabtional program. The estimated time
to complete the questionnaire-is 30 minutes. s

For group,scores on standardized achievement teststaken hy.
your students to be supplied if available._ We are-only
interested in group snores and not scores for individual

--studentk. Since Students will be" tested from nine, different

schools, we need some indication-of how comparable students
from different schools are on achieveMent.

The testing of the students will,he done sometime between May 11
and, May 22. 'Your pareicipateion in the study will be kept

confidential. The report of the evaluations-will not identify any
0

of the schools or teachers where data were collected. You will be
sent a report of the evaluation and kept informed of any
-supplemental material that is prepared as a result of this study.

I will call you on May6 to see if you are interested in being in
this Tort of the study, andto answer any of your questions.

'Sincerely,

' 4

,1

,Norman,Webh-
Mana0i of Educational Research
Educative,Services

110

S.

r.

isue

V;,r-
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Appendix F

Check of Agreement of a Transcription

4

4.

IF

r

i
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APpetidix F

Check of iAgreeMeritiof a TranScription
I

The transcription of they discussi9n of problem 1 by group 215G1 was. done by two

s.--
people to help ensure the transcriptions were accurate. The main transcription was

done by the investigator who did ail%of the transc1iptions. The check was doily

deo"-
independently by another person.'

r I

-r

;

"It
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Pro lem 1. 215G1
Tran cri tion cBec

' "NO., be use nine -isn't an even number."

"Yes...

"In i e ps?"

"You figure it out."
"Thanks a lot."
Well you were in the Highest math

group."
"You could put one marble in each cup."

"There would be four marbles left."-

"Put two in each cup." : .

."There Would be one left."

"Draw five.cups. No, just draw the top

of them."
AL:

"Uow what?"
"I''ve%got it...twO, two, two, ,t.Wd..."

"No, there has to be a different number

in each cup."

"Three' each."

"...threeleft."
"You can't .use one overayin.",,

"Can, too." .

"There's only five in

' .

"Put.'..oh yeah, you can't use two."

"This is almost impossible."
:e

"I figured it out."

"Just say no...our.answer, would,j'ust
be no."

"One, two three...seviin, no..."

"No', you don't."

"Yes, I'do."
"Yordo not."
"Three,, two, one..."

"That's six."
°Oh, three...no."
"That's nine alreadV."
"Put one..."

"It's impolaible."
"Oh, noPot."
"Yes, it is"-

"It's-impossible."

"No, because nine isn't an e'en number."

'"Yes...
"...with five cups."
"Oh."

"One marble in each cup."

"But then there woularbe four'left."

"Put two in each cup."
.

"Then there would be one left."
"Draw five cups."

"No, just draw the top of them."
"Now would be...",

"I got it. Two, two, two, two, one."

"No, it has to be a different number in
each cup." ,

"Three each..-.three."
"Three left."
'"You can't use one over again.

"There is only five there...six."
"You erasethe one."
"Six."

"You figured it out."

"Is this..:
"Just.ray no." -.

"Our answer will just be no."

"Three,.seven."
"No."

"Yeah."
"No, you don't."

"You, do not."

"Three,'two,,one."
"That's six." ;

"That's nine already."
"Put one"

"One or two"
"That's nine already.'"'

"No it's not."
"Yeb, it is."'

"It's, impossible."

113

."7.



"It is not."
"It is too."
"Three..."

,

"Why don't youl guys giv.dp?

impo sible."
"It is not."
"Why-give up?"\
"It is too."
"Is not]."

"Is tod."
vl"Oh, quit actin like ."

"It just asks 11? if it can agd I say
it,can't."

"Okay, put Lindas answer down."
"It can't be done."
"Can you usethe\same number over

again?"
Wm just listening here.

°, It's up to the group.),

"It can't be done."
"It' says, canoine marbles...."

"It's asking yclu if it can, not
telling yo d it can.",

"Yes, it says a different number in
each cup."

"It says can--can it'be done,'though..
No. It's impossible:"

-112-

"It is not.;
bft is too."
"Three,,itts not impoissible."

"It's impossible."
"It is not." 't

"It is too."
"It,is not."
"It is too."

just,asks you if it can, and I say ,
it can't."-

"Okay, put Linda's answer down."
"See, it can't be done."
"Candou use the same. number over

again ?"

"With 'a different number."
"It can't be done'."
"It says, can nine marbles be...(reads

. , problem)"
4 "It's asking you if it can. It's not

telling you 'if it can." .

"Yes,, it sayg-a diffe;ent number tin
each cup." '

"It says can it be done."

rYeah,,it-is."
"Linda, youlre not'thinking."
"I am too,"

"It's almost like trying to.put
a square block into a round circle."

1"That's'easy--square block
, ...

"Okay..."

"Make-just round things."
"No.4

"So what, Linda?"

"Use five."
"I got it."-

"No you don't...it's impossible:."

/5

"Can it be done though?"
"No. It's impossible." '

. "Just put...."

"Yes, it

"It's'almost like putting a square block

'in around circle."
"That's easy--a square'box whole. C

"Or, how many cupS?".

"No, just make round things."
"No."

40ss

"Alright."
"Five."

I got it."
"Gads."

"No you.don't.",
impogsible."

"Six."

4



"The only thing I can use is a
-two-on one."

"You'vp got to be able to Use some."
"Four."

"No."
"Six."

asking 011 is it-it,can
be done. Just .say no. Jubt put no.

et
"You've got to try everything before

you give up."

ti "We.did.",

"ige did."

"Noe we diiIn't."

"Noit enough."

"Mi-. Brain here is going to figure
it out."

"No."

"Zero."
"Hey, we have to put a marble

in each cup:"

11,

;.

"Yeah, You can't put zero-marbles
in each,cup."

"Can nine marbles be distributed in
five cups with a different
number... it doesn't say you have
to put at leastone in....
it doesn't; it doesn't:"

"George, you're weird."
"Who's faUlt is that? '"'="

"Three...now put three,"
"No, put four, then three..,that

makes seyen."

"I gOess we will have to..."
"He put a 'zero before."
"Come here!' Give me that...

I'm going to figure this out."

""So."

"Oh, the cups are too big."

"I dqn't

"Wait."
"Why can't it be te ?"
"Boy, that's really hard."
"Lt don't work."

"It will."
it's impossible."

"We have our/answer. It can't be

done."
snIt's impossible."

-113-
. N

"Okay, I can use two in those."

"I got to be able to use..."
"Four, six..."

.434.

- .

" "Just say no."

"Put'no.r

4'

"You have to try everything before you
give -up."

"We did."

"kle did."

"No, you didn't."
)

"Not enough."
"Mr. brain he're is going to figure tt

out."
"No."

"Number zero."

"Hey...yeah."

"Youo, have ti) put a marble in each cup."

"You can't put zero marbles'in a cup." .

Rereads problem..."It doesn't say you
have to put one least,one

in- It doesn't. It'doe;n't."

A

"George, you're weird."

"Now put a three. "'

"No, put a four...
"Next is a three...that'sseven."
"Five."
"I guess we will- have to."
"We put a zero before."
"Come here! Give'me that pencil. I'm

goiniyto figure ,this out." '

"SO."

"Your cups are too big."
:'I don't cares"

"Wait."
"Why cant it be tern ?"

Why, that's really hard."
"It don't work."
"Just put nc.r,"

"It's mp6Esible."
"NO."-

4 6 -1

"Wellavg bid can't be done:"*

a

",

"It's impossible."



I.

"George, it's going to drive me
. insane, trying to figure if out."
"I never gave up. You guys give .up 1

too easy."

.

"Since when don't you?"
"Yeah, usually you throw a fir
!You scream at me...."
"George, it can't bb done."
"ft can't be done."

. (Did you put yo?r answer down, then?)

"Yeah, no."
(Okay, did you' explain why?)
"No."

"We tried it."
"I mean, because yob can't use Ehe

-same number over...it's impossible
'because you could...like you could
do it if yecould usethe same
number oveY again. But you can't.
It says use a,dikterent.number of
marbles in eaq cup."

"If we're wrong-, it's your fault Geprge."

"Does that make sense? Because you

"Ye4h, that makeS sense.w,
Okay, here's the Text problem.)
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. "George, it's goingtto drive 1me insane
to figure it out."

"I never give up."'

"Yoy.gue give yp too east."
"Since whendon't'you?"
"Listen, you throw a fit."

"George, it can't be done."-. .

"It cant iee",done."

(Did you put youi answer down? ''Did
. you explain why ?)

J"No, no."

"Well I never... "'
"Becaude we tried it."
"Well because you can't use the same

number over. It is impossible...you'
could use...like'you could do it if
YOU could use the same number over
again. But you can't. It says-to use:a
:difterent number'of marbles i&each°
cup." r

,"Wait." .

"If we are wrong it'is yobr fault George.'
"Gee whiz." 14-

"Does that make sense? Because you can't 1
use the same numbers'A a cup."

11.
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